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Summary

Summary
The mission of the Business Line [BL] Power Management is to be the leading supplier of power
management system solutions and building blocks for high volume mobile communications,
consumer and computing products. To this end, it develops both single tunetion lntegrated
Circuits [IC] such as OC-OC converters or battery chargers, as well as highly integrated Power
Management Units [PMU], which satisfy most power management needs (and more) of complex
applications like handheld computers or mobile phones.
As with any commercial product, only a limited and predetermined number of delivered ICs are
allowed to be faulty. Since the reliability of the IC manufacturing processis too low to guarantee a
reasanabie defect level by itself, tests will need to be applied to filter out the majority of the
detective products. In order to make the highly integrated ICs (economically) testable, design
modifications will be required. These types of modifications are referred to as Design for
Testability [OfT]. Because the OfT strategy affects many parts of the IC development process, the
business success of a product is greatly affected by it.
The BL Power Management consists of two Market Segment Teams [MST] that have only
recently started co-operating on the design of a family of highly integrated PMUs. Because of the
different backgrounds of both MSTs, their vision and experiences on IC testability and DfT
strategy are different. The goal of my graduation project was therefore to make an inventory of
the currently used DfT techniques within the BL Power Management, and to evaluate these
techniques in order to coma to recommendations about a DfT strategy tor future products.
Furthermore, the project involved the implementation of a, to the BL Power Management, new
OfT solution.
In the first part of this report, the results of the DfT inventory are drawn up tagether with an
evalustion of the impact of the OfT strategies on saveral key parameters. However, because of
saveral limitations, the evalustion has not resulted in definitive recommendations conceming the
future OfT strategy tor the BL Power Management.
The results obtained tor .the newly implemented DfT salution are described in the last part of thi~
1
11
report; a simple concept has been worked out to make the asynchronous Clock Generator Unit
[CGU] scan-testable. The main results for this new CGU version ware an ATPG coverage of
93.3%, at the expense of a 42% increase in circuit area. Because of time (and tapeout)
limitations, this new CGU version has not been implemented in silicon yet.

1
1

This concept is described in a separate design document (17]
PMU backbone module; it is present in all developed PMU ICs
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Preface
This thesis is the result of my graduation project at the Eindhoven Univarsity of Technology
[EUT], which concludes the education program of the department of Electrical Engineering. This
project can be performed either at one of the research chairs within the EUT, or in close
cooperation with one of these research chairs in a business environment outside the EUT.
My graduation project was carried out at the BL Power Management of Philips Semiconductors
Nijmegen, in cooperation with the research chair of lnformation and Communication Systems of
the EUT. The BL Power Management is involved in the design of highly integrated Power
Management ICs for mobile consumer products. During the design of these ICs, a great deal of
time is spent on assuring the testability of the finished ICs. Special test-dedicated circuitry will be
needed to make the ICs (economically) testable; this is generally referred to as Design for
Testability.
The goal of my project was to make an inventory of the currently used DfT techniques within the
BL Power Management, and to evaluate these techniques in order to coma to recommendations
about a DfT strategy tor future products. Furthermore, the project involved the implementation of
one new DfT technique.
At this point I would like to thank Philips Semiconductors for giving me the opportunity to do my
graduation project in a business environment; I would like to thank Cor Stienstra as my coach and
advisor, as well as my roommates at Philips fortheir kindness, support and patience.
From my university, I would like to thank prof. Stevens for taking the responsibility of being my
supervising professor. I would also like to thank Rene Segers for the time and aftort he spant as
my coach and advisor, and Rian van Gaaien for helping me out with all the administrative actions
that ware needed to complete this project.
Last but not least I would like to thank my parents for their great support and interest throughout
my years at the EUT, and my girlfriend Nicola, tor helping me through the final stages of my
study.

Nijmegen, August 2003
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1 Introduetion
1.1 Advent of the lntegrated Circuit
Every periodintime comes withits own revolution(s). One of the main revolutions of present time
is caused by the invention of the integrated circuit in 1958.
Electrical engineers at that time were aware of the potential of digital electronic circuits but faced
a big obstacle to reach their full potential caused by the tyranny of numbers. This describes the
exponentially number of components required to design improved circuits. Both Jack Kilby and
Robert Noyce would find the solution to this problem.
The foundation to their solution was the emergence of a new type of material called a
semiconductor in 1947, and a tew years after that the invention of the electronic transistors. For
saveral years transistors ware made as individual components until 1958 when Jack Kilby and
Robert Noyce (independently) came to the conclusion that as well as making transistors trom
semiconductor material, you could actually produce resistors and capacitors as well. They found
a way to fabricate entire networks of discrete components in a single sequence by laying them
into a single crystal of semiconductor materiaL
Since then the scale of integration went up quickly; in 1964 semiconductor engineer Gordon
Moore stated that the logic density of silicon integrated circuits would double every year. This
would become known as Moore's Law and held until the late 1970s, when the doubling period
increased to 18 months. Nowadays ICs can easily contain millions of transistors forming complete
Systems on a Chip [SOC].

1.2 Phlllps Semiconductors - BL Power Management
Philips Semiconductors, headquartered in Eindhoven, The Netherlands, is one of the world's top
semiconductor suppliers. lts key system domains are automotive, consumer, communications
and computing.
The technica! activities within the company are divided over saveral Business Units [BU], which
are divided again in Business Lines. In turn, these BL's can again be subdivided in saveral
Market Segment Teams. A part of this structure is shown in the organisation chart in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1. 1 Organisation chart of Philips Semiconductors

BU Dlgltal Co......,.,
BU Dtscrate & MultiMarl<et iCo

BU Display Soluilons

BU Mainstream Consumer Systems

BU Mobile Consumer Systems

BU Networl<ing

BU ldentlficaaon

BU Emerging Business

Strategy and lnnovatlon

OperaUons

MST Mobile Conaurnor

MST Mobile CommuniC8~01111

This report discussas a project that was carried out tor both the MST Mobile Consumer and the
MST Mobile Communications. These MSTs are part of the BL Power Management, which in turn
is part of the BU Mobile Communication.
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The mission of the BL Power Management is to be the leading supplier of power management
system solutions and building blocks for high volume mobile communications, consumer and
computing products. To this end, it develops both single tunetion ICs such as DC-DC converters
or battery chargers as well as highly integrated Power Management Units, which satisfy most
power management needs (and more) of complex applications like PDAs or mobile phones.

1.3 Project outline
As with any commercial product, only a limited and predetermined number of delivered products
are allowed to be faulty. In the semiconductor business this number is called the Defect Level
[DL] and is normally expressed in faulty Parts Per Million [PPM]. Because the reliability of the IC
manufacturing processis too low to guarantee a reasonable PPM by itself, tests will need to be
applied to filter out most detective products. Hence, an important issue is the testability of an IC,
which can be defined as:
Testability: the degree to which an IC facilitates the performance of tests
Totest (certain parts of) an IC, the inputs of the Device Under Test [DUT] have to be controllable,
and its outputs have to be observable. Therefore the testability of an IC depends on the
controllability and observability of its internal nodes.
Present-day IC testing is getting more and more complicated as a consequence of the increasing
scala of functional integration. New semiconductor technologies introducing smaller feature sizes
causa the number of transistors on a single die to increase rapidly. Functionality that was
normally distributed over saveral ICs is now integrated into one single device. Raasons tor this
integration could be an increase in system performance (higher on-chip communication speeds),
to save costs and/ or Printed Circuit Board [PCB] area by reducing the number of required
components to form the complete system, etc.
A downside to this integration is that nodes that were previously accessible via chip pins are
turned into (potentially inaccessible) internal nodes. On top of that, the increase in IC complexity
will generally causa internal nodes to be less (easily) controllable andl or observable. Therefore
the overall testability will be reduced.
In almost all cases, design modifications will be required to make highly integrated chips testable.
These types of modifications are generally referred to as Design tor Testability.
Design tor testability: Any design modification that increases the
testability of the IC
A form of DfT could be to insart extra (test dedicated) circuitry, like multiplexers and switches, to
provide test access to nodes that would not be accessible in functional mode. Another example is
to change over to a different design style with better characteristics towards testability. An
example of this last form of DfT is the use of a synchronous design style tor digital circuitry as
opposed to an asynchronous design style (see paragraph 2.3.3).
Nowadays, it has become widely accepted that testability needs to be addressed at the early
stages of the design processErrorl Reference souree not found .. A DfT strategy should now
consist of a set of guidelines (design Do's and Don'ts) that would lead to an economically testable
design. Which strategy is best, depends tor a graat deal on the type of product that is designed
and (the market situation of) its target application. Consequently, setting up a DfT strategy is a
considerable challenge. As test development time, die area and tester time are expensive, one
has to weigh up the advantages (e.g. savings on test development time by having standardised
test access solutions) against the disadvantages (in this case, the costs of extra die area) when
solving all testability issues.
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As described in paragraph 1.2 the graduation project is carried out for bath the MST
Communications and the MST Consumer. These two groups have recently started co-operating
on the design of a family of highly integrated PMUs, each for their own target customers.
Because of the different backgrounds of bath groups, their vision and experiences on IC
testability and DIT strategy are different.
The charter of this graduation project is based on these ditterences and was formulated as:
1. To make an inventory of the currently used DIT techniques inproductsof bath MSTs
2. Determine a strategy of DIT techniques for future products based on this inventory
3. lmplementation of a {new) DfT technique
Same boundary conditions with respect to the rasuiting DfT strategy ware formulated. lt should:
Enable parallel testing of individual circuits
Comply with current test verification tools
Comply with 'library' structure
Be useful for bath MSTs
Be simple and cheap
Be producible
In the first {rough) planning, the three tasks mentioned above ware equally divided over the nine
months set tor this project {January 2002 - September 2002).

1.4 Structure of this report
Befare going into the actual work on the project, the first sectien will start with an introduetion into
the basic concepts of IC testing. The position of test in the manufacturing process will be
demonstrated tagether with a more elaborate discussion on the goals and complexity of presentday IC testing.
Aftar that, the results of the BL Power Management DIT inventory are presented in chapter 3.
First of all, the DIT solutions that are implemented in the PCF50604 will be described, which is a
PMU designed by the MST Communications. The secend IC that is eensidared is the TEA1215,
which is designed by the MST Consumer.
An evaluation of bath these DIT strategies is drawn up in chapter 4. The impact of either strategy
on saveral key parameters is reviewed to identify their strengths and weaknesses, and to find
opportunities for improvements. Aftar this, the conclusions of the DIT evaluation are presented
and a subject is selected for the third part of this project (i.e. the implementation of a (new) DIT
technique).
The actual implementation of this new DIT technique is nat included in this report, but in a
separate design document [17]. However, the obtained results are presented and evaluated in
chapter 5 of this document.
Finally, the overall conclusions of this project are presented in chapter 6.

Sander Rijzewijk
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2 Testing of lntegrated Circuits
This chapter aims to introduce the main issues behind IC testing. The position of test in the
manufacturing process will be demonstrated tagether with a more elaborate discussion on the
goals of IC testing. After that, the main ditterences between analog and digital testing will be
pointed out and several popular production test techniques will be introduced. Finally, the main
cost aspects and considerations of IC manufacturing will be highlighted and how they are affected
by the chosen DfT strategy.

2.1 IC manufacturing process and test stages
Figure 2.1 shows the main stages of the IC manufacturing process including the two stages of
test; namely wafer test and final test.
Figure 2. 1 Test-stages in the IC manufacturing process

[ WAFER FABRICATION)

The first (considered) step is water fabrication. During this step, various layers are formed within
the water, or deposited on the surface of it according to the design of the circuit designer. The
outcome of this step is a batch of waters, each containing hundreds or even thousands of copies
of the original circuit. These are then sent on to the wafer test facility.
At this facility, the wafers are placed in what is called a water prober, which is connected to a
piece of Automated Test Equipment [ATE). The wafer prober contains an IC specific Fixed Probe
Card [FPC] containing needies that are exactly aligned to the bondpads on the die. These
bondpads, illustrated in Figure 2.2, are the future (possible) sleetronie intercannacts of the die to
the outside world.
Figure 2.2 Genera/layout of a die

lf required, each die can now be tested tor correct functioning. Faulty devices will be marked with
an ink spot, or its location on the water will be stared electronically. The good dies are then ready
to be assembled.
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For assembly, all dies are separated using a very thin diamond saw. (Traditionally) each good die
will then be fixed to a leadframe, on which the eventual rnatal IC contacts are present.
Conneetiens are then made from each functionally required bondpad to the eerrasponding
leadframe pin using small (typically golden) wires. A protecting box of black epoxy is then formed
around the die and leadframe, leaving the leadframe pins sticking out, which are then bent into
their final configuration.
The last stage in the manufacturing process is final test. As the dies might have been damaged
during assembly, each IC is tested fully to ensure its proper functioning. The set-up is more or
less identical to that of wafer test. The main ditterences are the use of a (slightly) different test
program and the use of a handlar instead of a wafer probar as interface between the IC and the
ATE. Basedon the results of this final test, the ICs are divided over saveral bins, e.g. pass or fail.
These bins can also be used to divide the ICs into saveral classes, e.g. maximum clock
frequency.
Finally, the properly functioning ICs can be sold to the end-customer and the ones that failed the
final-test are discarded.
As mentioned above, the final test program is normally slightly different than the wafer test
program. Next to (numerous) strategie reasons, soma raasons are caused by physical limitations
during either wafer or final test. Some examples of these limitations are:
Water test:
Probe needies can only handle small currents (±250mA)
A contact resistance which is higher than at final test
Finaltest
Not all bondpads on the die have to be (individually) connected to an IC pin (access
limitation)

2.2 Why test lntegrated Circuits?
When setting up a DfT strategy, it is important to keep an eye on all purposes that are served by
IC tests. Basically, there are two main raasons to perform IC tests:
As a filter: to identify faulty products.
As a souree of feedback: to provide information about both the product and the manufacturing
process.
The 'test focus' will change over the life cycle of an IC. During the start-up phase of a new design,
tests are mainly performed to generata information about the product's characteristics. Later on,
during mass production, the filter tunetion will become prevalent.

2.2.1 IC testing as a filter
This tunetion dominatas during mass production, when tests are performed to guard the quality
level of the produced ICs. Figure 2.3 shows an abstract model of the IC test process. On the lefthand side 'good devices' are fed in to the process. All the possible production taults (surface
impurities, particles, oxide breakdown and assembly-related faults) are lumped together and then
added to these good devices. Th is will rasuit in a less than 100% number of good devices
(production yield) entering the tester. On the right-hand side the possible results of the test
process are indicated.
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Figure 2.3 Abstract model of the test process of /Cs
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The test process divides the devices into two different groups: pass and fail. Depending on the
test stage (see paragraph 2.1) the fail group will now either be 'inked' or discarded and the pass
group (test yield) will be ready for packaging or shipment to the customers.
Figure 2.3 shows two types of errors that determine the effectiveness of the test process. In the
pass group, faulty devices will be present caused by the inaccuracy of the test process (i.e.
limitation of test equipment, an incomplete test program andl or insufficient IC testability). In the
fail group, good devices will be present caused by for example tight test limits. Whereas the first
type of error can increase the production costs of an IC, the second type will increase these
costs.
1

In the semiconductor industry, product quality is expressed as the number of faulty devices
received by the customers compared to the total number of shipped parts; this Defect Level is
expressed in PPM.
Defect Level

= # Devices9 h"ipped.fau1ty
# Devicesshipped

[PPM]

Therefore, the quality level is fully determined by the ability of the test process to filter out the
faulty devices.

2.2.2 IC testing as a souree of feedback
The development of a new IC type is a complicated and seldom first-time-right process. During
the early life cycle, the main purpose of IC testing is therefore to generata information to evaluate
the new design. At this stage, only a limited amount of (engineering) samples will be available. All
participating groups in the IC design and manufacturing process depend to some extend on
information acquired by the test process:
DESIGN ENGINEERS

Design engineers need the test results to compare all product characteristics with the
specification, drawn up at the start of the design process (e.g. functionality, power consumption,
ESD proteetion levels, oparating speed etc.). Most of this information will be acquired in a lab
environment insteadof using the industrial (expensive and scarce) ATE.
In contrast to go/ no-go (filter) testing, much more information is needed than just pass or fail
bins. The designer does not just want to detect a fault, but he needs to be able to determine what
causes this fault to happen. In other words: he needs to be able to localise its source. When
setting up a DfT strategy it will be important not to loose sight of this vital tunetion of test as it can
significantly shorten the design-cycle of a new IC.

1

Perceived product quality by customers. Even with a low yield this level can be high and therefore does not necessarily
reflect the overall quality level of the production process. Unless stated otherwise, this type of quality is referred to in this
report.
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TEST & PRODUCT ENGINEERS [TPE)
The moment the first silicon bacomes available, the first version of the test program can be
evaluated. The initial test results will show whether the intended tests can be performed (within
the target test-time) or whether adaptations to the DfT must be made. An even more significant
and time-consuming task is to determine the test limits that will be used in the eventual (mass)
production test program. These limits will have a graat influence on both types of test errors
mentioned in paragraph 2.2.1.

lnitially these limits will be based on the relativa smal! amount of available test data. Fine-tuning
of these limits will take place on larger amounts of test data acquired during the ramp-up of the
production.
Eventually during mass production, the TPE engineer can further optimise the test program using
the obtained test (bin) data. An example of this is skipping tests that (almost) never fail or
reducing the water test set in case of high stabie production yields.
WAFER FAB

The water tab will use the data obtained trom the test process to monitor its performance. In
genera!, two types of datects are distinguished during water fabrication:
• Parametrie defects: These (unpredictable) datects are caused by errors during the production
process, causing (soma) electrical parameters to deviate trom their specified values.
Malfunctioning of the production equipment or manual errors are examples of sourees of these
types of defects. Special Process Control Monitor [PCM] circuits are present on the water
(next to the actual dies) to monitor saveral key parameters.
• Spot defects: These datects are caused by the defect density of the used technology and
water tab. For mature processas this defect density is a specified figure, and therefore yield
loss caused by spot datects is considered to be predictable. The Poisson yield model
(commonly used to calculate an estimate tor the production yield for an IC) indicates this
predictability:
Y = M e-DA
(2.1)
In this model, Y represents the production yield, M the area usage factor, D the Defect Density
of the process (and water tab) and A the area of the IC.
Feedback of test results will be important throughout the (production) lifetime of the IC to monitor
the performance of the water tab.
ASSEMBLY PROCESS

Normally, a (per pin) contact-short [C/S] test is part of the production test set of an IC. Test
results of the C/S test at final test are used to monitor the performance of the assembly process.
Again, this feedback path will exist throughout the (production) lifetime of the IC.
A more detailed discussion on the raasons behind IC testing can be found in [2].

2.3 Analog vs. dlgital testing
The ICs davalopad at the BL Power Management are mixed-signa! ICs; both analog and digital
circ4itry is present on the die. Whereas digital circuits are tested in a highly standard, structured
way", the development of standard analog test techniques is lagging far behind.

1

As far as standard (synchronous) digital circuits and a mature process are concerned
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Because it is next to impossible to develop tests for an IC in a structured way, based on an
infinite number of possible defects, a fault model is introduced. The goal of this fault model is to
map this infinite number of possible datects onto a limited set of tastabla faults; i.e. a distinction is
made between:
Defect : An undesirable change in the structure of the design caused by disturbances in the
production process.
Fault : (Observable) effect of a (group of) defect(s) on the functional behaviour of the IC.
Faulty behaviour is therefore caused by (soma sort of) production defect, but a production defect
does not necessarily have to result in faulty behaviour (also referred to as a soft defect).
With this fault model, tests can now be developed in a structured way based on a limited set of
faults; ideally by Automatic Test Pattem Generation [ATPG] using Computer Aided Test [CAT)
tools. Another major benefit is that it is possible to express the effectiveness of a specific set of
test veetors based on its Fault Coverage [FC) (i.e. the number of taults that will be detected by a
particular test-set in proportion to the total number of possible taults considered by that fault
model).
Whereas for digital circuits saveral accurate fault moelels have been developed, no such models
are available tor analog circuitry today. The main reason for this lies in the fundamental
ditterences between analog and digital circuits. The most important difference is that digital
circuits involve discrete signa! values as opposed to the continues signa! values of analog
circuits. In the digital case, this means that an absolute and clear distinction between faulty and
fault tree behaviour is possible, while for the analog circuits this distinction must be made on a set
of carefully determined test limits, which severely complicates the fault modelling.
Another issue is the different impact of manufacturing (parametric/ spot) datects on both types of
circuitry. Whereas all types of datects mustbetaken into account when davaloping analog tests,
the focus of digital tests is primarily on identifying the presence of spot defects. The raasons for
this are described in [18],[19]; digital circuits are less susceptible to parametrie defects, and most
key (digital) parameters are covered by PCM tests. Analog circuitry however, is susceptible to all
types of production defects and it is impossible to separate their effects, which complicates the
fault modelling.
These issues (amongst others) have hampered the development of an accurate fault model tor
analog circuitry, and at present no such model is available. The next paragraph will introduce
some popular fault models that have been developed for digital circuits.

2.3.1 Popular fault models for digital circuits
One of the driving torces behind the development of digital test techniques, is the availability of
accurate fault models. As mentioned above, the goal of these fault moelels is to map the effect of
defects on a limited set of testable faults.
Figure 2.4 Electrical effects of spot defects
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In electrical circuits, spot defects will create (resistive) shorts, opens or paths with increased
resistance (narrowing), as illustrated in Figure 2.4. lt is also possible that a spot defect does not
causa any (short term) electrical problem as indicated on the right-hand side of Figure 2.4. To
reduce the complexity of digital fault modelling, the level of (fault) abstraction is normally either
transistor or gate level. This means that defects, like the ones indicated in Figure 2.4, are
considered to occur on or between terminals of the transistor(s) respectively gate(s) in the circuit.
1

Within Philips, Amsal u is generally used for ATPG, which is a gate level test pattem generator
[11]. The fault models that are relevant to Amsal are introduced below, they are the StuckAt, the
bridging and more recently the delay fault model.

Stuck-At fault model
This gate level fault model assumes that defects causa gate terminals to be permanently
connected to either V 00 or V55 , without affecting the functioning of the gate itself.
Figure 2.5 Possible StuckAt Faults

Figure 2.5 indicates these two possibilities. The first fault assumes a short to V00 and eausas (in
this case) the input of the AND gate to be stuckat 1: SA1-fault. The second case, the short is
assumed to be between the node and Vss and eausas the output of the OR gate to be stuckat 0:
SAO-fault. The way to test tor these taults is to drive the node under test to the opposite value of
the presumed StuckAt-fauit and abserve the output value. This way, shorts to V 00 and Vss up toa
certain maximum (or critica!) resistance will be detectable. Above this critica! resistance, the short
will not directly affect the logical behaviour of the circuit.
For each gate a set of input test-veetors can be determined that will cover all the possible StuckAt
faults. As an example this is done for an OR gate below.
Tab/e 2. 1 Test vector examp/e

:=E)-z

A

B

z

0

0

0

SA1 tested : SAO tested
A,B,Z
B,Z

0
0
1

A,Z
1

In Tabla 2.1, the correct output values for the OR gate are given as wellas the StuckAt taults that
are tested by each vector. A test to check this gate for all possible StuckAt taults only needs three
input vectors: {A,B} ={0,0}; {0, 1}; {1 ,0} as can beseen from the tabla.
Fault collapsing might occur as a rasuit of a gate's specified behaviour. In that case, the effect of
a certain fault is identical to the effect of another fault, causing a reduction in the number of taults
to be detected. For the OR gate mentioned above the effect of having an input SA 1 is identical to
the effect of having the output SA 1.
For each individual gate it is possible to develop test veetors that check for the presence of all
possible StuckAt-faults. However, when davaloping tests for complete circuits, undetectable taults
11

Automatic Multi restartable Scan test pattem generation And Localisation of faults
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will appear, either due to the inability to control a gate's input or by the inability to determine the
gate's output-value based on the state of an observable output of the Dl!T. Since gates are in
principle 100% testable, undetectable taults are caused by (intentionaiiV) redundancy in the
design.
Two different StuckAt models can be distinguished:
• Single StuckAt : Assumes only one fault to be present in the DUT. The total number of
possible taults in any circuit will be 2n (n= number of nodes).
• Multiple StuckAt : Allows two or more nodes in the circuit can be faulty at the same time. The
consequence of this is a large increase in the number of possible fault combinations that
need to be evaluated.
Because of its simplicity and proven effectiveness, well-developed and efficient ATPG algorithms
exist for the Single StuckAt model. The extra defect coverage that is obtained by testing for
multiple StuckAt taults is often regarded as not to outweigh the disadvantage of the required,
more complex algorithms. lf extra defect coverage is required, this is normally provided by the
use of a test technique based on another fault model.

Bridging fault model
This fault model assumes that defects create (resistive) shorts between any two nodes that are
normally not connected. Bridging taults can be considered on both transistor and gate level.
However, since Amsal is a gate-level test pattem generator, only this abstraction level is
considered hare.
Figure 2.6 Example of possible bridging taults

,"-- .........
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Figure 2.6 shows two possible bridging fault locations in a digital circuit. Similar to the StuckAt
model, fault models ware developed that enable logic testing for these bridging faults. (Early)
examples of this are the wired-AND and wired-OR model, which model the short as either an
extra AND- or OR-gate in the netlist This is reflected in Figure 2.7 for bridging fault no.1 of Figure
2.6.
Figure 2. 7 Wired-AND I wired-OR equivalent of bridging fa uit no. 1

(a) Wired-AND model

(b) Wired-OR model

Again, like Tabla 2.1, it is possible to generata test patterns to check for the presence of these
taults (i.e. extra gates). However, special attention is required for bridging fault no. 2 of Figure 2.6
as it will create a feedback path. Depending on the number of inversions in the loop (odd or
even), the circuit might start to oscillate (odd) or change from a combinatorial circuit into a
sequentia! circuit.

;.,. For example, in asynchronous circuits, redundant logic can be inserted to eliminate a potential race hazard
Sander Rijzewijk
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Although saveral more fault models have been developed that enable logic testing for bridging
faults, these are not further considered hare, as they are not used by Amsal. The reason for this
is the availability of a more effective test technique that is available for CMOS digital circuits. The
strategy of Amsal is to dateet the presence of bridging taults by an increase in the digital supply
current. To this end, allnodesof considered potential bridge locations are driven to opposite logic
values. This test technique is called looa testing and will be further discussed in paragraph 2.3.3.
The layout information and the size of the spot defects (see Figure 2.4) could be used to
determine the nets that are susceptible to bridging faults, instead of allowing bridging taults to
occur between any two nodes in the circuit. This way the total fault list can be reduced
significantly. However, to enable test generation based on netlist information only, Amsal
develops test patterns for bridging taults between adjacent library cell ports in the flattened netlist
Furthermore, an additional file specifying important layout dependent bridging taults is possible as
wel I.

Delay fault model
The delay fault model assumes that the logic tunetion of the digital circuit is error tree, but that
defects will dagrade circuit performance by introducing additional delays. Examples of datects
that causa such behaviour are high resistive shorts (like in Figure 2.5), which form an extra load
during transitions; or defects that causa "opens" which slow down the transition of signals (via
capacitive coupling).
On gate-level, two different delay taults are distinguished: the gate delay fault model and the path
delay fault model. The path delay fault model considers the (excess) delay to be distributed over
a complete signal path. Therefore, (ideally) the delay of each individual signal path should be
tested, which bacomes impractical for LSI circuits.
Alternatively, the gate delay fault model assumes a single lumped delay fault at a gate's in- or
output. This is the model that is used by Amsal, it considers two potential taults for each gate
terminal: slow-to-rise and slow-to-fall, therefore a (limited) fault list can be gathered from the
netlist information. How Amsal generatas patterns that test for delay fault tests will be further
discussed in paragraph 2.3.3

2.3.2 Fault coverage vs. Defect coverage
As with any other model, fault models will only be an approximation of the real world and based
on various assumptions. Therefore, not all defects will be mappad onto one of the testable faults.
The higher the level of abstraction of the model, the less accurate in modelling real defects it will
be. The FC must therefore always be seen in respect to the fault model used, as it does not
necessarily express the actual defect coverage of the test set. Experimental results (obtained
during mass production) will have to prove the actual effectiveness of a fault model.
In turn, based on research experience, it has been possible to develop relationships that will give
a (reasonable) estimation of the eventual defect level, based on the fault coverage of the applied
test set (and the production yield). This is very important, as it enables design and test engineers
tosetatarget percentage for the FC that will more or less guarantee a maximum DL (as agreed
with the customer) for newly developed (digital) ICs.
One of the simplest models for predicting the DL is the Williams and Brown model:
DL= 1 - Y( 1 -

FC)

(2.2)

In this model, Y represents the production yield and FC should be the defect coverage of the test
set. Often however, the StuckAt fault coverage of the test set is used instead, as an
approximation of this defect coverage. Gonsidaring this last point, it is important to mention that
the relevanee of each fault model will need to be revised for new technologies.
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The fault models described above are found to be accurate tor the technology currently used by
the BL Power Management (C1 OOTML- 0.5JJ.m).

2.3.3 Production test techniques
In this paragraph some basic test techniques will be introduced that are used tor production
testing of ICs. Each of these techniques can generally be classified as either:
• Functional test technique: Intention is to guarantee a particular tunetion of the device by
applying tests.
• Structural test technique: Intention is to identify a particular defect or fault by applying tests.
Bearing the previous paragraphs in mind, it should be clear that different test techniques are used
tor analog and digital circuits. Moreover, since the PMUs of the BL Power Management are
mixed-signal ICs, a third group of test techniques could be added called mixed-signal test
techniques.

Analog test technlques
For analog circuitry, no effective/ accepted fault models are available, which severely limits the
possibilities of structural testing. One of the tew structural test techniques tor analog circuits is
often referred to as 100 or lp testing. This technique is only capable of exposing severe production
defects by measuring the supply current of the chip in saveral modes of operation. A substantial
increase in this supply current (threshold needs to be determined) will identify dies with serious
production defects (like shorts). However, if an IC passes these tests, there is still no guarantee
that any parameter of its analog circuitry is within the specified limits. Nevertheless, because of its
relativa simplicity, these tests are useful to make a first rough selection between good and bad
dies. This way test-time is short tor dies with serious defects, thereby reducing the overall testtime.
Next to the tact that fault models and tests are more ditticuit to develop tor analog circuits than tor
digital circuits, also the design effort tor analog circuits is much higher. Therefore, in contrast to
digital circuits, the complexity and scala of integration of analog circuits has only slightly
increased over the last decades. This in turn reduced the drive tor the development of fault
models and structural test techniques tor analog circuits, as traditional functional test methods
were able to satisfy the IC quality issues.
At present, functional test techniques are still inevitable when testing analog circuits. These tests
are normally closely related to the application and consequently specification oriented. As a
result, many different test methods exist tor similar modules (often) without a clear view of the
actual defect coverage of each method. This is a problem as it could lead to:
Insuftielent testing of the DUT; rasuiting in too high PPM levels.
Excessive testing of the DUT; rasuiting in too long test (development) time.
To tackle this problem a tooi called Defect Oriented Test Simulation System [DOTSS] could be
used, which enables the assessment (and optimisation) of the defect coverage of a particular test
set (15). To this end, random defects are introduced in the layout of (a small part of) the die, and
a network model is extracted trom this 'new' layout. This model is then used in simulation to
validate whether or not the introduced defects are detected by the applied test set.
However, experience has shown that it is not practical to validate a complete test set tor an IC
type, as these simulations take a long time. Nevertheless it is found to be a useful tooi to get an
impression of the defect coverage of a particular test approach or to compare saveral test
methods in a study phase.

Digital test techniques
In the earty days of IC manufacturing, only limited functionality was integrated in a single device.
At that time, a general approach to test digital circuitry was (exhaustive) functional testing; all
possible input combinations would be oftered at the inputs of the DUT while comparing the
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outputs to the correct values. However, with the increasing scala of integration this became
unfeasible as is illustrated tor a combinatorial circuit in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 Test time for exhaustive functional test of combinatorial digital circuit

Numb8rof
Input plna (n)

4
8
16
32
64

Number of teat
veetora requlred (2")

Test frequency

16
256
65536
4 x 10 9
18 x 1015

100
100
100
100
100

Teattime

(MHz)

160
2,56
655
42,9
5849

Ns
IJS
IJS

s
year

For a sequentia! design, the required number of test veetors would be even larger, as the output
values would not only depend on the present input values but also on the contents of the state
holding elements.
For VLSI circuits, the solution to avoid these long test-times is found in using structural test
techniques. The most commonly used structural test technique is a direct implementation of the
(Single} StuckAt fault model. Using ATPG, test patterns are generated that attempt to set each
node to both logic values, while checking tor all (testable) StuckAt faults. However, tor large
sequentia! circuits (high transistor I 10-pin ratio}, DfT will be required to attain acceptable fault
coverage and to reduce the complexity of the ATPG algorithms. This will be dealt with in
paragraph 2.5.4.
Another popular structural test technique tor CMOS circuits monitors the supply current (loo)
during quiescent mode, and is therefore called looa testing. Correctly produced CMOS circuits
show extremely low supply current consumption in-between state transitions (typically in nano
ampere range). 1000 testing assumes that a defect will raise this level by (at least) an order of
magnitude. Figure 2.8 illustrates a possible defect location that would increase the quiescent
supply current, together with (the transition to) the logical setting that would activate the fault.
Figure 2.8 Defect, dateetabie via looo testing
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Unlike the Single StuckAt fault model, where the fault list is unique and directly obtained trom the
netlist, the fault list tor looa patterns can vary, depending on the complexity of the used ATPG
algorithms. Amsal can generata either looa 'node toggle' test patterns (50% coverage on first
vector) and more complex looa test patterns based on the bridging fault model. The
corresponding fault lists is obtained trom the netlist information as described previously.
From Figure 2.8, it might be clear that datects that bahave as StuckAt taults are in principle looa
dateetabie if that particular node can be set to either logic value. One major advantage of looa
testing over StuckAt testing is now, that taults only have to be activated. No fault propagation to
an observable output is required, because the fault effect can be observed by monitoring the
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supply current. Therefore, StuckAt taults that are undetectable via StuckAt testing because of
logic redundancy will become dateetabie via looa testing.
However, a drawback is that the test-time per vector is considerably longer for 1000 testing than

tor StuckAt testing. This is caused by the tact that the supply current has to settie aftar the
transition before it can be measured. 1000 measurements will therefore only be implemented for a
relativa small number of test vectors.
Another downside of the 1000 test technique is that a suitable level for the maximum acceptable
supply current (ITH) needs to be determined. This is complicated by the tact that the quiescent
current level of good devicescan fluctuate between different wafers (and even between different
water locations). Therefore it is challenging to determine a threshold level that will offer the right
balance between yield loss and test escapes.
Nevertheless, despita these drawbacks, practise has shown a considerable impravement of the
DL for ICs tested with a combination of StuckAt and looa test patterns. lt is therefore common
practise to test digital circuitry with a combination of these techniques. As was mentioned before,
tor large sequentia! designs, DfT is required to attain acceptable fault coverage and to reduce the
complexity of the ATPG algorithms that generata the StuckAt and 1000 patterns.
Moreover, to enable looa testing, extra precautions must be taken to guarantee a low quiescent
current for correctly produced devices. Some of these issues are DfT related:
Disconnecting analog circuitry trom the digital power supply (V00 )
Avoid activation (or disconnect) saveral well-known, non-faulty structures that raise the
quiescent current level (i.e. floating nodes, activa pull-ups/ downs, etc.)
A last structural test technique that is gaining importance for sub-micron technologies is delay
fault testing. In contrast to StuckAt and 1000 testing, two veetors will be required to test tor a delay
fault. The reason for this is that a predetermined transition is required to activate each potential
fault, which is illustratedv in Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9 Test veetors to enab/e delay fault testing
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As stated before, the fault list will contain two taults (slow-to-rise and slow-to-fall) for each gate inand output, which can be obtained directly trom the netlist A complete description of the test
protocol can be found in the Amsal manual [11]. Again, for large sequentia! designs, DfT is
required to attain acceptable fault coverage and to reduce the complexity of the ATPG algorithms
that generata the test patterns.
Finally, even though the greater part of digital VLSI circuitry is currently tested, using the previous
described structural test techniques, some parts of an IC might still require functional test
techniques. An example of this is asynchronous circuitry; e.g. the combinatorial logic involved in
generating asynchronous resets, or ripple counters used for (power efficient) frequency division.
The main reason why this type of circuitry eausas problems, is the lack of effective DfT to enable

• Figure taken trom Amsal Manual [11] page 356
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(present day) structural test techniques. However, even if hand-written functional test pattems are
used, often the fault coverage of these patterns with respect to the StuckAt is verified using a
CAT tooi (e.g. Verifault of Cadence).
A popular way to present test results to compare the effectiveness of the above described test
techniques is in a Venn diagram as shown in Figure 2.1 0. Added up, the number in each circle
represents the number of faulty devices detected by a particular test technique, and where there
is overlap with (an)other test technique(s).
Figure 2.10 Example of a Venn diagram

StuckAt

looa
detected by loco test only

detected by loco & Functional teat only

Functional

Mlxed-slgnal test technlques
As described above, different test techniques are in use for analog and digital circuitry. Therefore,
gaining access to either type of circuitry to perform the required tests involves an extra effort
when developing tests for mixed-signal ICs.
To attain sufficient fault coverage for digital StuckAt testing, controllability over the signals
towards, and observability of the signals from the digital part on the internal Digital-to-Analog [DA]
interface might be required. Although this may well be possible using the analog circuitry, this is
normally not the solution as analog settling times would rule out short (digital) test-times (let alone
the complexity of such an approach, especially since ATPG tools do notsupport this kind of test
generation). The common approach is therefore either to provide the required test access using
DfT techniques, or if this is not an option, to accept the loss in fault coverage for StuckAt testing.
In this last case, a part of this lost coverage could be recovered by using looa testing, since this
test technique only required activation of the fault. Consequently, less fault coverage could be lost
compared to StuckAt testing if no 'access DfT' measures were taken. However a problem occurs
when the analog and digital circuitry share the same power supply. In this case, the (relatively
high) bias currents of the analog circuitry could easily exclude looa testing. This is a common
issue for mixed signal devices that often needs to be tackled by inserting extra DfT if 1000 testing
is to be implemented.
When testing the analog part of the device, the same access problems on the DA interface show
up. To perform the required functional tests for the analog circuitry, it might be possible to use the
functional digital circuitry to control signal values towards, and observe signal values from this
analog circuitry. However, because digital circuitry is often large and therefore complex,
centrolling and observing the nodes on the DA interface can become very difficult. Another
problem could be that functional delays in the digital circuitry exclude a reasonable test-time if
many state transitions are required. Often, to solve both complexity and test-time issues, DfT is
implementedl required to provide test access to the analog part.
In conclusion, mixedsignal test techniques do not involve new test principles; they are more
about how to enable the use of previously described analog and digital test techniques (i.e. what
to do with test access on the DA interface). For saveral frequently used mixedsignal building
Sander Rijzewijk
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blocks (like AD/ DA converters), Philips has started to develop a cookbook on how to test them
and what DfT should/ could be implemented [1 0].

The last paragraphs gave an introduetion to how different parts of a (mixed-signal) IC are tested
and how this is linked to the product quality. Each of these tests will coma with certain
requirements with respect to (test) accessibility and normally DfT will be required to satisfy these
test access needs.
However, because of the complexity of nowadays ICs, the way (and the amount of) DfT that is
implemented to solve these test accessibility issues has become a crucial factor in realising all
commercial goals when developing new mixed-signal ICs. Therefore, before introducing some
commonly used DfT techniques, these other goals will be described first.

2.4 Economics of IC manufacturing and Test
As with all commercial products, the total production costs and the Time To Market [TTM] of an
IC are important issues tor an IC manufacturer. A company that can produce a new high quality
product in short time against low costs will (potentially) dominate that market In the
semiconductor business however, these three factors are often very ditticuit to combine, and
trade-offs will have to be made between them. This is illustrated in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2. 11 Quality, costs and TTM trade-off

Determining the characteristics (or demands) of the market that comes with a new-to-develop
product is therefore an important step. Two possible situations are indicated in Figure 2.11. The
first situation points out that the focus should be on producing high quality products; a good
example of this should be the aviation industry where failure of a device can have high impact.
The second example shows a more likely situation tor modern mass consumer products, where
product costs and TTM will be the more important issues. To understand how DfT can affect both
production costs and TTM of an IC, it is required to know what parts they consist of.
The TTM of an IC is mainly determined by:
•
Development time of specifications and design time of the IC's functional circuitry
• Development time of both test hardware (on & off chip) and patterns
And since IC design is seldom a first-time-right process, re-design/ development time of both
these items have proven to be important as well.
The production costs of an IC can initially be divided in Non-Recurring and recurring costs. The
Non-Recurring costs are mainly the costs involved in developing a new IC type, the eventual
production volume of the IC does not influence them. However, since these initial costs must be
earned back, they add to the final production costs of an IC. Recurring costs on the other hand,
are the actual production costs of an IC during mass production and are proportional to the
number of ICs produced.
The (design related) Non-Recurring costs are:
Costs of (re)design time of the IC's functional circuitry
Costs of (re)development time of both test hardware (on & off chip) and patterns
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The recurring costs can be dividedv1 in:
Costs of die area on wafer. These costs are deterrnined by:
Costs of a wafer
Potentiat good dies per wafer
Costs of wafer test. These costs are deterrnined by:
Test time of a good die
Average test-time of a faulty die
Wafer test yield
Costs of tester time (easily 3 $-cents per second for advanced mixed-signa! testers)
Costs of yield toss at wafer test; i.e. costs of discarding produced and tested dies that are
deemed faulty at wafer test.
Costs of IC package.
Costs of final test. These costs are deterrnined by:
Test time of a good die
Average test-time of a faulty die
Costs of tester time
Final test yield
Costs of yield toss at final test, i.e. costs of discarding produced and tested ICs that are
deemed faulty at final test.
TTM is therefore closely related to the Non-Recurring costs; the more standard a product, the
shorter its design cycle wilt be, meaning lower development (i.e. Non-Recurring) costs and
shorter TTM. However, the downside is usualty an increase in the recurring costs.
As an example it could be compared to choosing the optimum layout implementation tor digital
ICs. A standard implementation (like gate-array) wilt enable a short backend design cycle
whereas a tuil custom implementation wilt imply a Jonger (backend) design cycle, but in turn wilt
lead to a layout that is more optimised with respect to circuit area. In this case the number of
produced ICs could determine the optimum implementation as indicated in Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12 Standard vs. Ful/ custom design

A: Standard
Total
costs

\

Î

opt. 1

opt. 2

# ICs produced

However, for complex mixed-signa! devices, the costs of the die area are not the single most
important expense (anymore). Test related costs can take up an equal (or even bigger) share in
the total production costs of the IC (see Figure 4.1 ). Choosing a particular DIT solution can solve
(or causa) many concerns, both product related (e.g. performance, costs, quality) and logistics
related (e.g. human resources, limited ATE capacity). Tabla 2.3 shows saveral areas that often
need to be considered when deciding whether or not to imptement a particular DfT technique .

.. Accurate formulas can be found in the Easy Model manual (20)
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Tab/e 2.3 Possib/e impacts of new DfT technique

Impact of new DfT technlque on:

Example:

Functional redesign time

Possible reduction of functional redesign time because
of an increase in characterisation possibilities (i.e. fault
local isation)
Possible reduction in test (re)development time by:
• Enabling automatic insartion of DfT circuitry
• Enabling ATPG
Possible increase in die-area and consequently:
• lncrease in silicon costs
• Reduced production yield
Possible production test-time reduction by:
• Enabling of taster test technique
• Enabling of parallel testing of saveral parts of the IC
Possible quality improvement
Possible increase in water test yield loss, but:
• Possible savings on package costs
• Possible savings on final test costs
Possible reduction in oft-ehip test hardware requirements
Possible use of simplar (and therefore cheaper) ATE

Test (re)development time

Die area

Production test-time

Fault coverage

Load board/ tester requirements

Although Tabla 2.3 doesnotcover all areas, it should be clear that (difficult) trade-offs will have to
be made when setting up a DfT strategy. Especially since it is often ditticuit to predict the final
impact on each area accurately, or to put a price on tor example all effects of a reduced TTM
(with respect to both costs and revenuesl).
Most of these decisions will be made, basedon the experience of the TPE engineer. One of the
tew tools within Philips to assist in this process is called Easy Model [20]. This tooi can be used
to generata estimates of the impact of a particular (change in) DfT approach on all the different
(recurringl) production costs of an IC. However, the accuracy of the rasuiting figures is still
subjected to the ability of the Test Engineer to estimate the impact of the DfT technique on all
parameters used by this tooi (e.g. test-time, yield, etc.).

2.5 IC Design for Testability
Testability described the dagree to which a circuit facilitates the performance of tests. Because of
the large scala of integration, testability is not something that comes naturally with the functional
design of the IC; it will require special modifications (i.e. DfT) to this design. Bearing the tradeoffs, introduced in the last paragraph in mind, a more precise way to define DfT can be found in
[16) :
Design tor Testability: any design modification or constraint that can
improve test access, reduce test costs, improve test
efficiency or im prove fa uit coverage
As stated in the introduction, a DfT strategy should consist of design Do's and Don'ts that would
lead to an economically testable design.
Because individual functional blocks within the IC require a specific test (method) to be applied to
it, controllability and observability of internalnodes is often required. This paragraph will deal with
saveral common DfT structures that provide this test access. Figure 2.13 gives a general view of
the different position where test access is required in a mixed signal IC.
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Figure 2.13 Different access areasin mixed-signa/ /Cs

-------

1

2

3

4

-----

5

On the left-hand side a die is shown consisting of an analog part, a digital part and the bondpads.
These bondpads form the primary in- and outputs of the IC during water test. On the right-hand
side it shows the same die inside its package including the bond wires between most of the
bondpads and the IC pins.
As indicated in Figure 2.13, the primary in-/ output interface at final test is usually not completely
identical to that of water test, which may hamper or even preclude certain tests trom being
performed at final test. Wherever this ditterenee eausas a problem, it will be discussed; however
for the moment this ditterenee in test interface will be put aside (i.e. 1 and 5 in Figure 2.13 are
considered to be the same). Therefore, potential test control or observe problems are considered
to arise at the areas indicated with 2, 3 and 4.
During the performance of a test, two types of test signals can be distinguished:
• Test Control signals: Digital signals used to control the test; these signals set-up a particular
test-mode.
• Test Data signals: To this class belong the actual input stimuli (test vectors) and the
responses that are used to validate the design. They can be either digital or analog.
An important characteristic of a test signal will be the rate at which it changes its value during the
performance of a partic ui ar test. Three different classes are distinguished:
• Static signals: Signals that are constant during the performance of a test.
• Semi-static signals: Signals that only change occasionally during the performance of a test.
• Dynamic signals: Signals that often change their value during the performance of a test.
The test set that is required for an IC type will be determined by its functional implementation and
the quality level that must be attained. To enable each of these tests, and to guarantee the
required fault coveragevw, a set of minimum access requirements will have to be satisfied. How
these can be solved will be discussed now.

2.5.1 Ad-Hoc test access DfT
The most basic DfT approach to solve test access requirements is by providing direct access to
the intemal nodes using a multiplexer (or a switch}, as indicated in Figure 2.14. This type of DfT,
often classified as 'Ad-Hoc' DfT, can be used for all areas mentioned in Figure 2.13 .

.,. For whichever test a fault model is available
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Figure 2.14 Solving test access requirements with multiplexed primary /Os
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For relatively small and simple designs, this DfT solution can be used to solve all test access
requirements. However, tor highly integrated circuits this is not practical (if not impossible). In this
case, numerous nodes will require test access with only a limited number of primary lOs available
to test, rasuiting in a complex top-level multiplex problem (especially since this type of DfT is not
well supported by CAT tools).
DfT solutions that reduce this multiplex problem can generally be divided into two classes:
•
Built-in Self Test [BIST]: An additional Finite State Machine is added to the ICs circuitry, only
tor the purpose of running through a test sequence. Both the generation of test veetors and
the evalustion of the responses are performed on-chip. The outside world (e.g. ATE) will only
receive the final result (pass/ fail) of the test. The principle of BIST is illustrated in Figure 2.15.
•
Parallel-to-Serial conversion: DfT circuitry that can daliver stimuli to (andl or collect responses
trom) many internalnodes requiring only tew dedicated (or multiplexed) primary lOs.
Figure 2.15 Principle of Built-inSelf Test

............................................................................................. --------------i
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2.5.2 Built-in Self Test
BIST circuitry has several advantages, some of these are:
•
Reduces test access problem
• At-speed testing (delay fault coverage!)
•
Reduced ATE requirements (especially advantageous if it enables the use of a (cheaper)
digital-only testertotest a mixed-signal IC)
• Could enable concurrent testing of saveral parts of the IC, thereby reducing the overall
test-time
•
Facilitates re-use of modules (test included)
lts main disadvantages are:
• DfT circuit area overhead
• Low characterisation possibilities (only pass/ fail information)
• Not (fully) CAT tooi supported
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Although well developed BIST solutions for digital circuitry are available at present, they are not
implemented in the products of the BL Power Management. The main raasons for this are the
relativa small size of each individual digital block in their ICs, as well as the tact that no large onchip memories are implemented (an area for which BIST is frequently used).
For analog and mixed-signal circuitry, only a few commercialised BIST structures are available,
and they are not well supported by CAT tools. This type of BIST is therefore currently not
implemented in the products of the BL Power Management.
As a result of this, the actual implementations of BIST solutions are not further discussed here.
The remeinder of this paragraph will elaborate on the other DfT solution that tackles the top-level
multiplex problem via Parallel-to-Serial conversion.

2.5.3 Parallel-to-Serial conversion DfT
At present, most practical DfT solutions of this type target nodes that carry digital signals. Some
examples are shift registers (discussed below) or a test dedicated finite state machines (e.g. TAP
controller in paragraph 3.2.6). The development of similar DfT solutions for nodes that carry
analog signals is lagging far behind. This is why for the moment, direct access will be demanded
for these 'analog' nodes.
In principle, test access to all internal nodes that carry digital signals can be provided via Parallelto-Serial conversion DfT, thereby creating a new possible 'type of access' for these nodes:
indirect access. Table 2.4 could now be the result of an inventory of the minimum access
requirements of a certain IC design, based on the two available 'types of access':
Table 2.4 Overview of minimum test access requirements

static

Dlgltal
semi-statle

dynamlc

Analog

Test Control

indirect

direct

x

x

Test Data

indirect

indirect

direct

direct

The term 'minimum access requirements' rafers to the tact that indirect access is possible for
certain nodes (to reduce top-level multiplex complexity), however direct access can still be
provided. lt will be demonstrated now, how implamenting a shift register of testpoints can solve
the indirect test access requirements of Table 2.4.
Based on their architecture, three types of testpoints are distinguished:
• Control access only
• Cbserve access only
• Both control and observe access.
(Possible implementations of this last testpoint type can be found in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.1 0).
Via the shift register, access to many nodes can now be provided, thereby meeting their (indirect)
test access requirement. This is reflected in Figure 2.16. The left part of this tigure illustrates the
original access problem; internal nodes that require access are indicated by a 'x'. On the right it
shows the reduced access problem when the shift register solves the access requirements of
these nodes {the letters in the testpoints reprasent either control, observe or control + observe,
they are included as an example only). The testpoints tunetion as pseudo primary lOs.
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Figure 2.16 Solving indirect access requirements through DfT inserfion
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What should be clear from Figure 2.16 is that as many nodes as required can be included in the
'scan chain', while maintaining the same primary 10 requirements (thus reducing the 10 multiplex
complexity). However, this DfT block will come at the cost of some extra hardware and an
increased access time compared to direct access. Furthermore, the DfT block itself comes with
its own access requirements, an example of is shown in Table 2.5.
Tab/9 2.5 ACC9ss requirements of shift register

shift register

, scan Input (si)

VOtype
scan output (so) .

clock(clk)

direct

direct

direct

The reduced access requirements for the complete IC are now the requirements mentioned in
both Table 2.4 and Tabla 2.5, minus the nodes for which accessis provided by the DfT block.
Because shift registers can be inserted in a highly structured way (based on specified primary lOs
and a list of nodes that require access), automatic insartion of this type of DfT by CAT tools is
(becoming) well supported. There are saveral (industry wide accepted) standards that have
standardised test access to various places within the IC using shift registers. These standards do
not prescriba exactly what the hardware implementation should look like, but merely where
access should be provided and most important how the shift registers should be controlled (i.e.
how is the access to the shift register set-up). An example of such a standard is the IEEE
1149.1 standard [5]. More about this standard can be found in paragraph 3.2.6.
The most important implementation of parallel-to-serial DfT has not been discussed yet. For
synchronous, sequentia! digital circuits, a DfT method has been developed that reusas the flipflops that are already present in the circuit to form the testpoints of Figure 2.16, thereby saving a
great deal of area. The method is generally referred to as scan test and is described in the next
paragraph.

2.5.4 Scan test - The DfT solution for synchronous digital designs
Figure 2.17 shows the general structure of a synchronous, sequentia! digital circuit. As discussed
before, digital circuitry can be tested using StuckAt and, in case of CMOS, 1000 test techniques.
For both types of tests, test patterns need to be generated that will put the circuit into any
required state. However, the reset state is normally the only known state that is antered easily.
The other statas have to be antered via the circuit's state machine, which has two major
disadvantages:
• Complex ATPG algorithms are required to set up the required statas using this state
machine.
• lt might be impossible to enter all the desired statas via the state machine, which will reduce
the fault coverage.
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Figure 2. 17 General structure of a sequentia/ digital design

To overcome these problems, a DIT technique called scan chain insartion has been developed.
The idea behind this technique is to include a test-mode in which all state flip-flops form one (shift
register) chain between a primary in- and output, as illustrated in Figure 2.18. This way the circuit
can be easily put into any desired state and it is also possible to read back the contents of all flipflops by observing the scan-out output. Scan chain insartion basically transfarms the problem
trom having to develop test patterns tor a sequentia! design, into developing test patterns tor a
combinatorial design, since all state flip-flops can be seen as pseudo primary in-/ outputs.
Figure 2. 18 Principle of scan chain insertion
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Figure 2.19 indicates how scan chains are implemented in hardware. A multiplexer, which is
controlled by a Test Control signa! [TC], is inserted in front of the data-input of the flip-flop. This
way, the circuit can be either in normal-mode or in scan-mode. In normal-mode (TC ='0') the flipflops are connected according to Figure 2.17 and the circuit will displays its normal functional
behaviour. In scan mode (TC ='1 ') the flip-flops are tied together to form the desired scan chain.
Figure 2.19 Hardware implementation of scan chain
primary Inputs

primary outputs

combinatorialloglc

si

80

Saveral issues that might complicate the insartion of these scan chains are:
• The delay, introduced by the multiplexer could cause problems tor circuits with critica! timing
• The presence of several different clock domains
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A solution to this last issue is described in chapter 3, where an inventory is made of the currently
used DfT techniques at the BL Power Management.
Based on the new scan path, it is possible to present a description of how StuckAt and looa tests
are generally implemented. For StuckAt testing, this protocol is presented by means of Tabla 2.6
and Figure 2.20.
Tab/e 2.6 Basic StuckAt scan test protocol

TC setting

taak
Shift in first test vector to set the pseudo primary inputs to the required logica! values
Present required logic values at the primary inputs of the combinatorial logic

-

All inputs of the combinatorial logic are now set to the required logic values -

0

Cbserve and store the values at the primary outputs of the combinatoriallogic

0

Apply one clock to copy the responses at the pseudo primary outputs into the flip-flops
Shift out the contents of the flip-flops (and shift in the next test vector)

/

Figure 2.20 Basic StuckAt scan-test timing
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Because the number of test veetors for StuckAt tests is usually large, many switches between
scan-mode and normal-mode will be required. Therefore, TC is considered to be a semi-static
test control signal and should therefore be directly connected to a primary input to save test-time.
Another way to reduce the test-time can be derived trom Figure 2.20. This tigure indicates that
the number of flip-flops in the scan chain will determine the length of the shift-mode interval. To
shorten this shift time, the scan chain can be broken up into several smaller scan chains, each
one with its own scan-in input and scan-out output. In this case, the number of IC level pins that
are available to scan test form an upper limit to the number of scan chains that can be
implemented.
As far as looa testing is concerned, setting up a particular circuit state to perform an looa
maasurement is of course no different than indicated in Tabla 2.6. The only required adaptation to
the StuckAt timing is to allow for a small delay aftar setting up the test vector to let the supply
current settle. Therefore, to optimise test-time, the test veetors for StuckAt and looa tests are
normally merged into one set of (Amsal) test vectors. By removing redundant test vectors, no
time is wasted setting up the same state twice.
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Altogether, scan chain insartion increases the testability of the digital part of the design at the cast
of soma area overhead:
One multiplexer per flip-flop
Minimal four dedicated or multiplexed primary pins: scan-in, scan-out, clock and TC.
Extra wiring
The actual increase in circuit area is design-dependant and normally somewhere between 5 and
15 percent.
Despita this area overhead (and performance degradation), it is widely accepted that scan chains
are the DfT salution for synchronous digital VLSI designs. The casts of the extra circuit area (and
consequently lower production yield, see formula 2.1) are considered to be justified by:
Availability of CAT tools that enable automatic insartion of the test circuitry; thereby reducing
the Non-Recurring IC production casts.
Availability of CAT tools that enable ATPG (e.g. for StuckAt or 1000 patterns with near to
100% fault coverage of the dateetabie faults); thereby reducing the Non-Recurring IC
production casts.
Short production test-time for the digital circuitry; to enable low recurring IC production costs.
These advantages should eventually lead to an (overall) reduction in the IC production casts.
Aftar describing the principle of scan chain insartion it should be clear why asynchronous circuits
do not support straightforward scan chain insertion. The problem with these circuits is that no
global (clock) synchronisation signal is available. Simply changing this during a test mode is not
the solution, as this would almast certainly lead to low fault coverage and (functional) timing
issues that are hard to detect.
At the moment little asynchronous circuitry is implemented in the products of the BL Power
Management. The reason why it is still used, despita the (design for) testability problem stated
above, are the low power possibilities of this design style. The asynchronous circuitry is tested
separately with hand-written functional tests and it needs to be isolated in some way from the rest
of the digital circuitry during test. Because this circuit-specific test development is very timeconsuming (as well as the lack of Computer Aided Design [CAD] tools to facilitate the design of
asynchronous circuits), the amount of asynchronous circuitry is kapt as low as possible.
However, an asynchronous design style offers more advantages over a synchronous design style
than just low power. The lack of a global clock might (have) complicate(d) the development of a
standard DfT solution, at the same time it could well be the answer to the increasing complexity of
clock distribution for VLSI circuits. Therefore, standard DfT solutions for asynchronous circuits
have received more research interest in recent years, and the first implementations of such a DfT
salution have been performed for so-called handshake circuits, a sub-class of asynchronous
circuits.
Because this development could be interesting to the BL Power Management, an overview of the
current status of this research within Philips will be discussed in paragraph 4.2.2.
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3 Business Line Power Management
Chapter 2 gave soma insight in the main issues behind IC testing and soma basic DfT solutions
ware also introduced. lt was pointed out that because of the high scala of integration, special care
must be taken during the design phase to make the IC testable.
This chapter will start with a description of the market situation and the design strategy of the BL
Power Management. This will be foliowed by an inventory of the currently used DfT strategies in
two different products of the BL Power Management.

3.1 Produels and market
The market tor mobile communication products is a quickly evolving market lt is expanding
rapidly with cellular phones and hand-held computers available to everybody. The functionality of
these devices is growing quickly (e.g. GPRS, touch-sereens interfaces, etc.) and so are the
demands on its standby and oparating time. To maximise these last mentioned times, effective
power management is necessary to use the limited capacity of the battery in an optimum way.
Furthermore, to enable size reduction of the final product, a high scala of functional integration is
required to minimise the required number of components and PCB area.
As stated in the introduction, the mission of the BL Power Management is to be the leading
supplier of power management system solutions and building blocks tor high volume mobile
communications, consumer and computing products. To keep up with the demands and to keep/
gain a share on this market, the TTM of new products should be as short as possible. The
product costs should of coursebekapt to reasonable values but they are not the main issue. Also
the quality is not the main concern because of saveral reasons: The life span of the target product
is usually short (a couple of years), the impact of a failing device is low and finally the costs of
replacement of faulty devices are normally reasonably low. These characteristics are reflected in
the positioning of the second situation in Figure 2.11 and must be kept in mind when setting up a
DfT test strategy. The question is now how these targetscan be realised?
Figure 3. 1 Module design library
Select lP

I!BI PMU_design_lib I• I

To facilitate the designprocessof large ICs, a design is split-up into saveral functional modules,
which are then connected on the design's top-level. Often, these modules ware designed trom
scratch rasuiting in long design development times. The BL Power Management (and many with
them) belief that IC design time can be strongly reduced by implamenting a core-reuse design
strategy.
Such a strategy aims at a high percentage of 'directly' reused modules in new ICs. These
(verified) modules are available to the designer trom a library of 'lntellectual Property' or modules,
as illustrated in Figure 3.1. This way design time should be reduced and with this the TTM of a
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new IC. To complete the strategy, ready-made tests (e.g. BISTor test pattems) could be provided
with the module to reduce the test development time as well.
At the moment, the BL Power Management is implamenting parts of such a 'module'-reuse
strategy in ~n attempt to cut costs and reduce TTM. To this end, an extensive library of PMU
related (soft') modules is being constructed. A library with standard test-programs however, will
not be developed. The reason for this is the belief that each individual module is too small to
justify neither an individual test-program nor the costs of the hardware overhead (test shell) that is
involved to facilitate these tests. To get an impression of this overhead the reader is referred to
documentation on the CTAG standard [13].
Core-reuse introduces new challenges fortest development regarding Design tor Testability; test
access needs to be created trom the IC pins to the module's terminals. To make easy 'modulereuse' possible, a set of (DIT) design rules is required and each module needs to be designed
conform these rules. The objectives of the BL Power Management are:
A module designed according to the DfT rules can be combined with any other module that
follows this standard into a larger design 'without' further concerns regarding its testability.
Used DfT supports a library structure.
Used DfT is supported by the Philips CAT tools.
In the remainder of this chapter an inventory will be made of the DfT solutions that are currently
used within the BL Power Management. To this end, two IC designs will be examined hare. For
the MST Communications this will be the PCF50604 and for the MST Consumer this will be the
TEA1215.
Aftar a short introduetion to each IC the following issues will be discussed forthese designs:
Minimum test access requirements and DfT hardware implementation
DfT hardware-control and Test implementation.
DfT design rules.

3.2 PCF50604 Power Management Unit
The PCF50604 or "Standard PMU IC Derivative" [Spider] is a highly integrated solution for power
supply generation, battery managementand Subscriber ldentity Module [SIM] card interface. The
2
device is controlled by a host controller via a 400kHz 1 C interface. The Spider is designed by the
MST Communications of the BL Power Management and its target application is in mobile
phones.
Figure 3.2 shows a functional block diagram of the Spider. As explained in paragraph 3.1, the BL
Power Management has implemented a core-reuse design strategy. The eight shaded
components in Figure 3.2 are part of the PMU backbone; (adapted versions of) these modules
will be present in every PMU. The other modules are optional for each designed PMU.

1

Modules will be provided in design files.
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Figure 3.2 Architecture and Backbons of Spider
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The basic tunetion of each module can be derived from the narnes indicated in the tigure above.
More detailed information about each module can be found in the datasheet of the Spider [7].
To realise minimum power consumption, the Spider has saveral oparating states: NOPOWER,
SAVE, STANDBY and ACTIVE. This state is generated by the On/ Off Controller [OOC] and is
available to each module. This way, the OOC assures that only the parts of the phone which
functioning is required are switched on, thereby minimising the power consumption.
2
The die size of Spider is around 10.5 mm in C100 (0.54,m) technology and it comes in a
HVQFN56 package. The analog circuitry takes up about 60 percent of the functional area. The
digital part is implemented as asea-of-gates and contains around 13,000 Gates. The ATE that
will be used for the production test of Spider is the Teradyne A595.

3.2.1 Test access requirements and DfT overview
Test access problems lie in the requirement to control or observe test data on an internal node,
and to apply test control signals to set-up this access and to isolate the DUT. The tabla below
gives an overview of the minimum test access requirements of Spider.
Table 3. 1 Minimum test access requirements Spider

Test Control
Test Data

static

Dlgltal
semi-statle

Analog
dynamlc

indirect
indirect

direct
indirect

x
direct

x
direct

Because of the size and complexity of Spider and its limited number of primary lOs, DfT solutions
will be implemented to meet as many of the indirect access requirements as possible, thereby
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reducing the complexity of primary 10 multiplexing. Figure 2.13 gave an overview of the different
areas where test access is required. Figure 3.3 gives a top-level impression how these
requirements are satisfied within Spider (control signals are indicated with block arrows; data
signals with normal arrows).
Figure 3.3 Top-level test access overview Spider

Direct access must either be provided by dedicated primary lOs or by multiplexing of primary lOs.
The switch in the analog part and the multiplexer in the digital part indicate this last form of DIT.
This direct access requirement should preferably be solved within the module's functional
terminals that are connected to primary lOs (multiplexer on module level).
Indirect test access is provided through:
Control access is provided via the shift register indicated as 'Test Control Block' [TCB] and
the block indicated as 'JTAG'.
Dataaccessis provided via scan chain insertion, the Test Point Register [TPR] andregisters
2
that are functionally programmabie via 1 C. These last registers will also be part of the scan
chains.
All of this is summarised in the table below.
Tab/e 3.2 Test access strategy Spider

Test Control
Test Data

static

Digltal
semi-statle

dynamlc

TCB

ded./mux. prim 10

x

scan chain

scan chain

scan chain

TPR

TPR

TPR

2

1C

2

1C

1C

Anaiog

x
'

i ded./mux. prim 10

2

Figure 3.3 gave an impression of the access DfT on top-level. All the above-mentioned DIT
blocks will be discussed in more detail now. lnformation will be given about:
lmplementation level: The goal of the reuse strategy is no (or little) top-level concern about
testability issues. Because there is no tooi that will automatically insert all this DfT on toplevel, most of it is implemented on module-level.
General characteristics of the DIT block.
Architecture and use of the DIT block.
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The 'JTAG' block will be discussed last. This block is mainly inserted to provide the proper
(access) control for the rest of the DfT hardware and is implemented to further reduce the number
of pins that require direct test access.

3.2.2 Architecture of the Testpoint Register
The TPR is a shift register made up out of testpoints as was introduced in paragraph 2.5.3. lt is
inserted in the design to satisfy indirect access requirements of area 3 in Figure 2.13. Therefore,
for test, the TPR splits the design into a digital and an analog part.
Level of implementation: Module-level; testpoints are inserted on allii DA interconnections
inside the module, and on all module outputs that cross an inter-module DA interface. Two
types of testpoints are implemented: digital-to-analog [d2a] and analog-to-digital [a2d].
General characteristics of TPR:
- During normal oparation there is a transparent DA interconnection
- Each testpoint provides full access to a node; i.e. the node is controllable and observable.
These modes can be selected independently for d2a and a2d.
- Transparant-, control- or observe-mode can be set per module (note: Module level controlmode is only possible if either control-a2d-mode or control-d2a-mode or both are selected
on top-level).
- The TPR can be used as a normal scan chain during scan test (the a2d testpoints will
control the signals towards the digital part, and the d2a testpoints will observe the signals
leaving the digital part)
- Testpoints in one module are either all part of the top-level shift register or all bypassed
- d2a testpoints provide a stabie value to the analog part during shift-mode. Toggling of the
output during shift-operations could increase the settling time of the analog circuitry
causing an increase in overall test-time.
Figure 3.4 shows the general implementation of the TPR on module-level. The bypass tunetion is
reflected in this figure.
Figure 3.4 Module-level TPR implementation
so

si

Signals from an I2C programmabie register that go directly to analog will not get a testpoint Signals on these nodes do
2
not have a control or observe problem. An exception to this rule is when inputs can switch between two or more 1C
programmabie registers. In this case, testpoints will be inserted.

1
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Architecture and use of the d2a testpoint Figure 3.5 gives the architecture of a d2a testpoint
Figure 3.5 Architecture d2a testpoint
tpctl_d2a
to_analog

Each d2a testpoint consists of two registers. The left register is part of the TPR shift register of
Figure 3.3, the right register is a shadow register which is implemented to provide the demanded
stability of the testpoint's output signal during shift-operation. The tpctl_d2a signal determines in
which mode the testpoint is. A low level is needed during normal-mode (transparant) and during
digital tests {observe), a high level is needed during analog tests (control).
The figures below will illustrate the use of the d2a testpoints during different test modes. In this
respect, it is important to note that the control signals reload, shift and update in all figures below
can be generated in two ways.
1.

2.

Default: Signals originate trom the 'JTAG' block. This controller assures that only one of
these signals can be high at a time. When all these signals are low, all testpoint registers will
be in 'hold' mode.
Scan test: During this (digital) test the reload signal will be fixed to high and the shift signal
will be redirected to a primary input. The update signal will still originate trom the JTAG
controller and will be at a low level. The reason tor this different control will become clear
below.

Figure 3.6 d2a shift operaüon during analog tests
tpctl_d2a
to_analog

=

Figure 3.6 illustrates the shift operation (shift= high) during analog tests (tpctl_d2a high}. Data
can be shifted into the testpoints via si and so. The output value of the testpoint is stabie as the
shadow register is in 'hold' mode.
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Figure 3. 7 d2a update oparation during analog tests

to_analog

Figure 3.7 illustrates the update oparation (update= high) during analog tests. On the rising edge
of tck the contents of the shift registers (new test data) wil I be copied into the shadow registers.
There will be saveral clocks in between the shift oparation and the actual update (inherent of
using JTAG controller; see appendix A). The correct data is kapt in the shift registers during these
clocks because the shift register is in 'hold' mode.
Figure 3.8 d2a reload operation during digital tests
from_digital

to_analog

Figure 3.8 illustrates the reload oparation (reload =high) during digital tests (tpctl_d2a = low). On
the rising edge of tck the output of the digital circuitry will be copied into the shift registers. Th is
tigure also shows that this tpctl_d2a setting is the contiguration for normal-mode operation; there
is a transparent interconnection from digital to analog.
Figure 3.9 d2a shift operaüon during digital tests
tpctl_ (j2a

from_digital

to_analog

Figure 3.9 illustrates the shift oparation (shift= high) during digital tests. Data can be shifted out
of the testpoints via si and so.
As was stated before, the control of the testpoint is changed for the (digital) scan test. During this
test the reload signal is fixed to a high level and the shift signal is redirected to a primary input
(TC). lt can easily be seen trom Figure 3.8 that this way the d2a testpoints in the TPR-chain will
bahave like normal (only observing) scan flip-flops: The (redirected) shift signal can switch the
testpoint directly from shift-mode to observe-mode and back again.
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Architecture and use of the a2d testpoint Figure 3.10 gives the architecture of an a2d
testpoint
Figure 3. 10 Architecture a2d testpoint
tpcU_a2d

to_digital

si

a2d testpoints only contain one register, which is part of the TPR shift register of Figure 3.3. No
shadow register is implemented since no stability of the testpoint's output signal is demanded
during shift-operation. The tpctl_a2d signal determines in which mode the testpoint is. A low level
is needed during normal-mode (transparant) and during analog tests (observe), a high level is
needed during digital tests (control). The figures below illustrate the use of the a2d testpoints in
the different test modes.
Figure 3. 11 a2d shift oparation during digital tests
tpctl_a2d
to_digital

si

Figure 3.11 illustrates the shift oparation (shift= high) during digital tests (tpctl_a2d =high). Data
can be shifted into the testpoints via si and so.
Figure 3.12 a2d hold-mode during digital tests

si

Figure 3.12 illustrates the 'hold' mode (shift= low) during digital tests. The data is kapt in the shift
register in this situation.
Again the different control behaviour displays itself here during the (digital) scan test. During this
test the shift signal is redirected to a primary input (TC). lt is now clear trom the two figures
above, that the a2d testpoints in the TPR-chain will bahave like normal (only controlling) scan flipflops: The (redirected) shift signal can switch the testpoint directly trom shift-mode to controlmode (i.e. hold-mode) and back again. Important to nota in this case is that during the normalcycle of the scan test the data is kapt in the shift register. This will be important for the actual
implementation of the scan test, which will be discussed soon.
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Figure 3.13 a2d reload operation during analog tests

to_digital
si

Figure 3.13 illustrates the reload oparation (shift= low) during analog tests (tpctl_a2d = low). On
the rising edge of tck the output of the analog circuitry will be copied into the shift registers. This
tigure also shows that this tpctl_a2d setting is the contiguration tor normal-mode operation; there
is a transparent interconnection trom analog to digital.
Figure 3.14 a2d shift operation during analog tests

to_dlgital
si

Figure 3.14 illustrates the shift oparation (shift= high) during analog tests. Data can be shifted out
of the testpoints via si and so.
Selecting between the different testpoint modes on module-level (with the tpctl_d2a and
tpctl_a2d) is clarified in the figures above. Figure 3.15 now reflects how these module-level
signals are generated to illustrate the different configurations in which the testpoints can be used.
lt is clear that general control can be selected per module, but only if either tpctl_d2a or tpctl_a2d
or both are selected on top-level.
Figure 3.15 Overview testpoint control selection

3.2.3 Scan chain implementation
Scan chain insartion is a well-established technique and can be done almost automatically by
CAT tools. lt is inserted in the design to satisfy indirect access requirements of the digital part of
the IC.
Level of implementation: Top-level: Positive edge triggered flip-flops are automatically
replaced on top-level by scan-flip-flops. Negative edge triggered flip-flops cannot be part of
the scan chain and are only allowed in the design as buffers (to tackle skew/ sync issues).
Architecture and use of the scan chains: The principle (architecture) of scan chain insartion
was discussed in paragraph 2.5.4. Figure 3.16 shows the graphical representation of the
scan chains on top-level.
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Figure 3.16 Scan chain overview Spider

Four separate (1/0) scan chains are implemented and the TPR shift register makes up the fifth
chain during scan test. Three clock signals are involved in scan test: scan chain 1 and 2 run on
clk1; scan chain 3 and 4 on clk2 and the TPR shift register runs on tck. The reason tor having
three different clocks is the tact that each of these clock domains has its own 'clocking tree'. The
advantages of combining these trees tor scan test are considered not to justify the difficulty that is
involved in doing so.
Because of this choice, the scan test timing of Figure 2.20 needs to be modified. The reason tor
this is that the in- and outputs of the scan flip-flops of the different chains can interact in normalmode via the combinatorial logic (see Figure 3.16). A problem occurs when the positive edge of
each clock domain does not occur at the exact same moment (or well within minimum
propagation delay of combinatoriallogic in between the interacting clock domains). The flip-flops
of the chains that are clocked first will change their output, and thereby via some logic the inputs
of flip-flops in other chains. In this case, these last chains will clock in the wrong test data.
To prevent this situation two measures are taken:
1) The TPR shift register is composed of two different types of testpoints as pointed out above.
Analog-to-Digital (a2d). These testpoints do not need to clock in responses during the
normal-mode of the (digital!) scan test as these responses would be coming trom the
analog part. By keeping these testpoints in 'hold' mode during this cycle the output data
remains constant.
Digital-to-Analog (d2a). These testpoints do notcontrol any input stimuli during scan test
as these signals would be going to the analog part. The d2a will capture the responses
trom the digital part to the current test vector.
lf it is made sure that the rising edge of the tck clock will always come before the rising edge
of the other clocks, contiiets between the tck and the clk1/ clk2 domain will not occur. The
right data is clocked into the observing testpoints (d2a) and the test vector is kept in the
cantrolling testpoints (a2d) since these are in 'hold' mode!
2) To prevent contiiets between the chains running on clk1 and the chains running on clk2 the
POSTAS protocol is used. This is illustrated in Figure 3.17. By capturing the responsestoa
certain test vector by one clock domain at a time, capturing of faulty data is avoided. The
following steps are taken (based on Figure 3.17):
a) Shift-mode 1
Laad test veetors #1 into all scan chains (unload resp. #0 trom scan chain 1 and 2)
b) Normal-mode 1
Provide stimuli on primary inputs.
Halt Clk1. Test veetors #1 remain in scan chain 1 and 2 this way.
Gapture responses on primary outputs (before positive edge of clk2).
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Positive edge of clk2 will capture the responses into scan chains 3 and 4 and
consequently loose test vector #1 in these chains
c) Shift-mode 2
Reload test veetors #1 into scan chains 3 and 4 and thereby unload responses to test
veetors #1 from scan chains 3 and 4.
d) Normal-mode 2
Provide stimuli on primary inputs.
Halt clk2. Test veetors #1 remain in scan chain 3 and 4 this way. Rasurne clk1.
Gapture responses on primary outputs (before positive edge of clk1 ).
Positive edge of clk1 will capture the responses into scan chains 1 and 2.
e) Shift-mode 3 (shift-mode 1 of test veetors #2)
Rasurne clk2.
· Go back to 'a'.
Tosave test-time the responses of the shortest scan chain should be captured first, because
reloading the test-vector (shift-mode 2) takes less time then for the longer scan chain.
Figure 3. 17 Example of POSTAS timing
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Paragraph 2.5.4 described why asynchronous circuitry does not enable straightforward scan
chain insertion. Because asynchronous logic is present in Spider, DfT is required to isolate this
logic from the synchronous part to allow testing of both these parts.
This is achieved by inserting testpoints on the asynchronous - synchronous interface. d2a
testpoints will be inserted on signals towards the asynchronous module and a2d testpoints on
signals leaving the asynchronous module. The reason for inserting the two different types of
testpoint is related totheir behaviour during scan test (see previous paragraph).

3.2.4 Architecture of the Test Control Block
The TCB is a shift register made up out of TCB slices (see Figure 3.19). lt is inserted toset-up
different test-modes in the chip by providing control signals for test multiplexers. To keep test
control (design) flexible, each required test-mode signal has got its own TCB slice in Spider.
Therefore, no decoding logic is necessary. The number of test control signals that is required will
determine the length of the TCB shift register.
lmplementation level: Both top-level and module-level. In Spider a distinction is made
between control signals that have 'global' importance, and control signals that have 'local'
importance. Global control signals are provided by TCB slices implemented on top-level (all
these slices together form what is called the Global TCB); local control signals are provided
by TCB slices implemented on module-level (all the slices in one module together form what
is called a Loca/ TCB). Consequently there will be only one Global TCB and saveral Local
TCBs in the chip. Together they form the TCB (shift register).
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General characteristics of TCB:
- In contrast to the TPR, no individual partsof the TCB shift register (e.g. one Local TCB)
can be bypassed; the TCB shift register has always the same length.
- The TCB provides a stabie test-mode value to the chip during shift-mode. Toggling of the
output during shift-operations could increase the settling time of the analog circuitry
causing an increase in overall test-time.
Figure 3.18 shows the general implementation of the TCB on top-level. The ditterenee between
the Global TCB (global control signals) and Local TCBs (control signals within module) is
illustrated.
Figure 3.18 Global and Local TCB implementation

Architecture and use of TCB slices: Figure 3. 19 gives the architecture of a TCB slice.
Figure 3. 19 Architecture TCB slice

feb,..

The architecture is almost an exact copy of the d2a testpoint Again, the left register is part of the
TCB shift register. The right register is the shadow register, which is implemented to provide the
demanded stability of he test-mode value during shift-operation. The lack of the output multiplexer
is the only ditterenee compared to the d2a testpoint The contents of the shadow register will
always control the TCB output.
The figures below illustrate the use of the TCB slices in different modes. In this respect, it is
important to note that the control signals reload, shift and update in all figures below originate
trom the 'JTAG' block. Just like with the TPR, this controller assures that only one of these
signals can be high at a time. When all these signals are low, all TCB slice registers will be in
'hold' mode.
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Figure 3.20 TCB shift operation

tcb,..

Figure 3.20 illustrates the shift oparation (shift= high). Data can be shifted into the TCB slices via
si and so. The output value of the TCB slice is stabie as the shadow register is in 'hold' mode.
Figure 3.21 TCB update opsration

tcb,..

Figure 3.21 illustrates the update oparation (update= high). On the rising edge of tckthe contents
of the shift registers (next test-mode) will be copied into the shadow registers. There will be
saveral clocks in between the shift oparation and the actual update (inherent of using JTAG
controller). The correct data is kept in the shift registers during these clocks because these
registers will be in 'hold' mode.
Figure 3.22 TCB re/oad opsration

tcb,..

Figure 3.22 illustrates the reload oparation (reload= high). On the rising edge of tckthe output of
the shadow register will be copied into the shift registers. This is only used to test the TCBhardware: Program a test-mode and read back).

3.2.5 12C Programmabie Registers
To avoid area overhead, d2a testpoints are omitted when a signal from digital to analog originates
2
directly from an 1 C programmabie register. In this case there is no access problem: Cantrolling
2
the signal is easily done via 1 C programming and observing the signal (during scan test) is also
not a problem since these registers wil I also be part of a scan chain.
2

Details about implementation of the 1 C registers and how to use (program) them can be found in
the datasheet of Spider [7].
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3.2.6 Control of DfT hardware and test implementation
Most indirect test data and test control access requirements of Table 3.1 are satisfied by the DfT
bleeks discussed so far. However these bleeks have their own minimum access requirements:
Table 3.3 Minimum access requirements of Spider DfT blocks

scan In-/ output

VOtype
clock

mode-control

TPR

direct

direct

indirect

TCB

direct

direct

indirect

Scan chains

direct

direct

direct

The test access problem is therefore merely 'translated' into the following requirements:
The direct access requirements of Tabla 3.1 and Tabla 3.3
The indirect (control of TPR and TCB) access requirements in Table 3.3
Most primary 10 pins are necessary during normal functional oparation of the chip. Primary inputs
that are dedicated for test purposes are normally scarce, as they might increase package casts.
In Spider there is only one primary input dedicated to test. Consequently the direct access
requirements of Tabla 3.1 and Table 3.3 are met by inserting multiplexers.
These test multiplexers are implemented on both top-level and module-level and are used to
establish certain test-modes. Most of the control signals that are necessary forthese multiplexers
will originate from the TCB (test-mode select) register in the following way:
Top-level multiplexers are controlled by the Global TCB; global test-mode multiplexers (e.g.
scan test) and primary 1/0 multiplexers.
Module-level multiplexers are controlled by the Local TCBs; change structure of a module
(e.g. splitting up of ripple counter).
A (logica!) exception to these 'rules' are the multiplexers that set-up the access to the TCB itself
as these cannot be controlled based on its own contents. This is resolved by the primary input
that is dedicated for test. Saveral test multiplexers are controlled by this input to set-up the
access to the 'JTAG' bleek of Figure 3.3. Th is bleek will manage the direct access ( -mux) to the
TCB, and thereby to all the chip's test-modes. This test-multiplex structure is schematically
represented in Figure 3.23. The primary input that is dedicated totest is indicated as 'TM'.
Figure 3.23 Test multiplex structure of Spider

181• •181

• •181

Shared inputs

Generally there are now three levels of multiplexing, which are indicated in the tigure above. The
first level (1) sets-up the 'primary' access to the DfT controller; the secend level (2) provides the
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access to the TCB, and thereby to all the test-modes; the last level (3) is formed by all test
multiplexers controlled by the TCB register bits, both Global TCB-bits and Local TCB-bits.
The Global TCB register contains 4 test-mode bits and 6 other general test control bits as
indicated in Table 3.4. The Local TCBs have various lengths and test control bits; the table on the
right lists the standard bits in a local TCB.
Table 3.4 Overview of TCB bits

GlobaiTCB

name

LocaiTCB

tmscan
tmarst

test
Scan Test
Asynchronous Reset Test

tmcgu

Clock Generator Unit Test

tmtapdelay

Tad delay line Test

forcetd
ccodirect
oscdirect
tpctl_d2astc
tpctl_a2dstc
ForceiO

Force input tap delay line to '1'
Direct access to CCO clock
Direct access to OSC clock
Enable control d2a testpoints
Enable control a2d testpoints
Enable 10 pads

name

deacrlptlon

tp_bypass
tp_enable

Bypass testpoints in module
Enable control testpoints;
This way it is possible to
enable TPs per module

Soma indirect control requirements of the TPR are now provided via the TCB bits mentioned
above. The 'JTAG' block, which implementation will be discussed now, tackles the other indirect
control signals of Tabla 3.3.

JTAG Controller
JTAG is short tor Joint Test Action Group, and is often used to refer to the IEEE 1149.1 standard,
which was developed by this group. The primary goal when work on this standard started, was to
formulate a standardised access mechanism to facilitate board level testing. However, the same
structure turned out to be very useful tor cantrolling all kinds of chip-level accesses. Figure 3.24
shows the general architecture of this standard.
Figure 3.24 General JTAG/ /EEE1149. 1 architecture
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Level of implementation: Top-level module.
General characteristics of JTAG controller.
- Set-up accessas to the TCB register.
- Generata remaining indirect control signals for DfT shift registers (TCB and TPR).
- Generata forcereset and cdmwrstb signals.
Architecture and use of the JTAG controller. Figure 3.24 shows the general structure of the
JTAG architecture.
Testaccessis provided via the TestAccessPort [TAP] which is formed by the Test Data In (TOl)
and Test Data Out [TDO]. This test bus is shared by saveral shift registers, which can be
accessed independently as can be seen in Figure 3.24.
Next to some standard registers, it is possible to include private user registers. In the case of
Spider this will be the TCB register (to provide the earlier discussed test-mode access set-up)
and also the TPR register (to further reduce the primary 10 multiplex complexity). Figure 3.25
illustrates how the TOl to TDO datapath through a module is implemented in Spider.
Figure 3.25 TDI to TDO datapath through module

The control part of the JTAG is formed by:
TAP controller. A finite state machine with the following inputs:
" Test Clock (TCK)
" Test Mode Select (TMS): The value on this terminal determinates the state transitions
(excl. reset)
" Test Reset (TAST_N): Asynchronous reset of finite state machine.
The state of the TAP controller reflects the type of oparation that needs to be performed (e.g.
idle, shift, hold, etc.) onsome target shift register. The TAP controller distinguishes between
two target registers namely the Data Registers (registers in grey box) and the lnstruction
Register. A state diagram of the TAP controller can be found in appendix A.
lnstruction Register. Next to soma mandstory instructions, private instructions can be
implemented. The content of the lnstruction Register merely determines which Data Register
(gray box) is accessed. Th is can be used to provide gating of the TAP control signals to
isolate a certain data shift register.
Decoder. Control signals are generated based on the state of the TAP controller and the
contentsof the lnstruction Register.
As stated before, in Spider only parts of the JTAG standard are implemented. There will be no
Boundary-Scan Registers and also the (optional) Device 10 Register is not present. The (more
detailed) Spider variant of the JTAG architecture will therefore be as indicated in Figure 3.26.
Again the data registers are indicated in the gray box. The TCB and TP register are split up to
emphasise their implementation on module-level and conneetion on top-level as discussed
before. Also the possibility to bypass testpoints on module-level is (schematically) indicated hare.
Because this is performed by a module-level multiplexer, a local TCB bit controls it.
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Figure 3.26 JTAG implementation of Spider
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The TAP controller, the Instructien Register and the Decoder of Figure 3.24 are combineet into the
block 'JTAG ctrl'. Th is block generatas saveral control signals:
jtag ctrl
: Control signals for the multiplexers to set-up primary access to the all JTAG
registers
data register
: Control signals necessary for data registers
miscellaneous
: Control signals to satisfy two last indirect access requirements
The first two 'levels' of multiplexing that were introduced in Figure 3.23 can also be seen. At the
left the multiplexer that sets-up the 'primary' access to the DfT controller is shown. lt is controlled
by the TM dedicated primary input, which is also used as the TAST_N input of the JTAG
controller. On the right three 'second level' multiplexers are shown which are controlled by JTAG
signals. These signals set-up the access to the TCB register and thereby to all the IC's testmodes.
Figure 3.27 gives a detailed overview of the complete path from TDI to TDO through the Spider.
The file narnes used in the design are indicated at the top of each block.
Figure 3.27 Top-level TDI to TDO datapath
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The tie-ofteelf (nce_T01_0) in the tigure above, is implementeel to provide staticlogic '1' and '0'
signals during functional mode. By including it in the TPR chain during scan test (tmscan = '1')
these 'statie' values can be toggled to increase the fault coverage.
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The following instructions are implemented in the JTAG controller of Spider:
Table 3.5 JTAG instructions of Spider

lnstructloo .·

Descrlptlon

Extemal test
Sample
Bypass
TCB Access

Mandatory by standard
Mandatory by standard
Mandatory by standard; places the bypass register between TDI and TDO
TCB register is placed between TDI and TDO and additional control signals are
generated to gate the general data register control signals (e.g. while TCB is
accessed an update signal should only update the TCB register and not the TP
register)
TP register is placed between TDI and TDO and additional control signals are
generated to gate the general data register control signals
To generata the cdmwrstb signal
To generata the forcereset signal

TPAccess
CDM Access
Forcereset

With this instructien set, all of the functional requirements of the DfT controller are satisfied.
However, the fact that the TPR is included as one of the JTAG data registers demands fora small
modification of the standard JTAG control of these registers.
The reason for this is that the TPR is used for scan test. During this test it must be possible to
quickly change between shift-mode and normal-mode. The JTAG state machine is not suited for
this, as it needs saveral tck clocks to leave and re-enter the shift-mode (see state diagram in
appendix A). Therefore some JTAG control signals, destined for the testpoints, are 'overruled'
during scan test.
Figure 3.26 indicated the data register control signals generated by the JTAG controller. For scan
test, only the reload and shift signal needs to be modified. TPsel, TCBsel and update will not
need modification because:
TPsel and TCBsel are set once at the start-up of the scan test and are valid throughout the
whole test.
Two types of testpoints are implemented: a2d and d2a. The first testpoints will only have to
control data and the second ones will only have to observe data. As can be seen from the
architecture of the testpoints, separate control over the update signal is not required, so no
further modifications are necessary.
Figure 3.28 JTAG control modification

shift

re/oad

Figure 3.28 presents the modifications that are implemented in Spider. The shift signal will be
controlled by the primary input that acts astheTest Control (indicated as 'TC') of the scan test.
The reload will be fixed to a high level. This way the TP register displays the same functional
behaviour as the other scan chains.
In Spider, enable signals are used to gate the clocks towards certain modules to reduce power
consumption. These enable signals are generated by the individual modules and provided to the
Clock Generator Unit [CGU]. They are generated based on the oparating-state indicated by the
OOC (see paragraph 3.2).
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Therefore, to enable scan chain insertion, another issue that needs to be taken care of is that the
clock inputs of all scan flip-flops are controllable (independent of the circuit's state). Figure 3.29
illustrates how this problem is addressed in Spider.
Figure 3.29 Adapting gated clock to enable scan-test
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The ripple counter (plus logic) will generata mask windows to pass every Nlh clock pulse (N =
2,4 ... ) of the high clock towards modules that need a lower clock frequency. Thesewindows are
gated with the enable signals of the individual modules. When this signal is then 'ORed' with the
test-mode signal 'tm_scan_en', all clock pulsas of the high clock can be passed on to all modules
in that clock domain. This test-mode signal is high tor all test-modes that require the use of scan
chains (scan test/ asynchronous reset test).
The last pieces of Spider test hardware are illustrated in Figure 3.30. These AND-gates are
implemented in each module to support soma of the features that ware discussed before. On the
left it is shown how the JTAG update signal tor the data registers is gated to select between the
TP register and the TCB register. In the middle how this is done tor the testpoint shift signal (not
required tor TCB as these slices have a shadow register). Finally, on the right it is shown how the
global testpoint enable signals (set testpoint in control mode) aregatedon module-level by the
local TCB bit 'tp_enable'. This way control can be selected per module and per testpoint-group
(a2d and d2a).
Figure 3.30 Gating of DfT control signals
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Spider Test lmplementatlon
The available test-hardware of Spider has now been describeet In the remainder of this
paragraph some examples will be given of the order of steps that need to be taken to program the
Spider in a certain test-mode.
Two examples will be discussed; the digital scan test set-up, and a general mixed-signal test setup:
Digital scan test set-up
o

o
o
o
o

Assert TM: Access to JTAG controller is set-up.
Change JTAG's internal state to 'Shift Instructien Register'.
Shift TCBAccess instructien into the Instructien Register of the JTAG controller.
Change JTAG's internal state to 'Shift Data(=TCB) Register'.
Shift in desired TCB set-up.
Assert the following Global TCB bits:
tmscan
Direct access enabled toTest Control (TC)
Direct access to scan in- and outputs is provided (scan outputs demultiplexed during normal-mode (TC='O') of scan test to capture
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responses)
Disables intemal reset signal
Direct access enabled to CCO clock domain
ccodirect
Direct access enabled to OSC clock domain
oscdirect
tpctl_a2dstc
Control mode of a2d testpoints enabled (tpctl_d2astc remain low:
observe!)
Assert the following Local TCB bits:
tp_enable
Module-level testpoint enable. Only a2d will be in control model
Note: No tp_bypass bit will be asserted; no testpoints are bypassed during scan test
• Change JTAG's intemal state to 'Shift Instructien Register'.
• Shift TPAccess instructien into the Instructien Register of the JTAG controller.
• Change JTAG's intemal state to 'Run test/ idle'.
The chip is now ready to run the scan-test.
General mixed-signal test set-up
•
•
•
•
•
•

Execute chip start-up (ramp up intemal clockl initialise registers)
Assert TM: Access to JTAG controller is set-up.
Change JTAG's intemal state to 'Shift Instructien Register'.
Shift TCBAccess instructien into the Instructien Register of the JTAG controller.
Change JTAG's intemal state to 'Shift Data (=TCB) Register'.
Shift in desired TCB set-up.
Assert the following Global TCB bits:
tpctl_a2dstc
Control mode of d2a testpoints enabled (tpctl_a2dstc remain low:
observe!)
Assert the following Local TCB bits:
tp_enable
Module-level testpoint enable. Only d2a will be in control mode!
Other Local TCB setting dependent on which analog test is performed
(e.g. selecting the module in which testpoints are in control mode or
bypassed)
• Change JTAG's intemal state to 'Shift Instructien Register'.
• Shift TPAccess instructien into the Instructien Register of the JTAG controller.
• Change JTAG's internal state to 'Run test/ idle'.

The chip is now ready to perform the desired analog test.

3.2. 7 Spider DfT design rul es
This paragraph will sum up the design rules to which a module should comply to fit in the modulereuse strategy (some of these rules have been mentioned before, but are repeated for
completeness).

Required (test) interface of module:
Global test modesii (tmscan I tmarst I tmcgu I tmtapdelay)
JTAG interface {shift I update I reload I TPsell TCBsell TDII TDO)
Functional interface (Analog Power Enable I Separate supply terminals tor analog and digital)

11

As far as they are applicable to that module
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Test data access to Internat nodes of module:
Direct data access to digital nodes:
Test data access should only be provided indirectly (scan chain/ testpoints) to prevent an
increase in top-level multiplex complexity. Clock signals are the only exception to this
rule:
Clock control: Local multiplexers (controlled by local TCB) wilt be inserted to provide
this access. This wilt result in a test-dedicated module input, which is multiplexed on
top-level.
Cbserve clock: make available on test-dedicated output of module, which is then
multiplexed on top-level.
Indirect data access to digital nodes:
Normally, all positive edge triggered flip-flops in the synchronous part of the functional
design are replaced via automatic scan chain insartion .(top-level).
Testpoints are inserted on the analog- digital interfaceiV:
d2a testpoints wilt be inserted on digital to analog interconnections.
a2d testpoints wilt be inserted on analog to digital interconnections.
Testpoints are inserted on the asynchronous- synchronous interface:
d2a testpoints wilt be inserted tor signals towards the asynchronous part (to enable
scan test!).
a2d testpoints wilt be inserted in all other cases.
Direct data access to analog nodes:
Local switches wilt be inserted to provide this access. lt should always be attempted to
multiplex these signals to other functional lOs within the module that are connected to
top-level primary lOs. lf this is not possible, no switch is inserted inside the module, but a
test-dedicated module 1/0 that requires top-level multiplexing wil I provide the access.
Indirect data access to analog nodes:
No DfT solutions available (yet). Direct access must be provided.
Test control access to internat nodes of module:
Indirect control access:
Alocal TCB register generatas all the module specific test-modes (one TCB-bit per test
control signal).
When a module contains testpoints, two TCB bits are mandatory:
Enable; put module's testpoints in control mode.
Bypass; bypass all testpoints in module.
Direct control access:
Should be avoided as much as possible to reduce top-level multiplex complexity. Large
test-timereduction is one (of the tew) reason(s) to imptement this. This signa! would then
be multiplexed on top-level.
General design conslderatlons:
Avoid redundant logic as this causes testability problems.
Digital fault coverage needs to be at least 98%.
Normally, the tie-off eelt should provide all constant logic values.
No, or minimum use of asynchronous logic. Reduced power consumption is the only
acceptable reason.
Latehes are not allowed, flip-flops only.
Negative edge triggered flip-flops are only allowed to be used as buffers for anti-skew
purposes. To enable the remodelling of these flip-flops tor Amsal, they should be inserted as
components, taken trom the PMU generic library.
11

Testpoints are also inserted on module outputs that cross an inter-module DA interface. Signals trom an 12 C
programmabie register that go directly to analog will not get a testpoint Signals on these nodes do not have a problem
regarding control- or observability.
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To enable looa testing at water test, the analog and digital circuitry must have separate supply
terminals (water: looa@ vintd bondpad).
To enable looa testing at final test, a state must be provided in which the analog part does not
draw current (final: looa@ VBAT pin).
To make the designed functional modules usabie in designs with other DfT strategies; the
module-level DfT (testpoints and TCB slices) will be implemented as a test-sheli around the
actual functional module (separate design files). This way the modules can be used with different
test-shells. This construction is indicated in Figure 3.31.
Figure 3.31 Module-level test-sheli implementation of Spider

The tigure reflects the ideal situation; next to the standard test interface no extra test dedicated
module lOs are present. In real implementation these test dedicated lOs are somatimes
inevitable and allowed by the DfT design rules.
When all the rules mentioned above are implemented the following top-level concerns are left:
Top-Level modules:
JTAG controller
GlobaiTCB
Top-level connections:
Connecting module terminals and primary lOs
FunctionaiiOs are connected to the primary lOs
All test-dedicated module terminals are connected to leftover primary lOs, with
priority tor JTAG control pins. When no more primary lOs are available, multiplexers
controlled by the global TCB are inserted to set-up this access.
Module interconnects:
All directly connected (all necessary testpoints inserted in module).
Other issues:
Scan-chain insertion: The number of scan chains must be determined on top-level as it
depends on the number of digital primary lOs that are available. Note: Outputs of scan
chains should be de-multiplexed during the normal-mode of the scan test.
Module order (TP/ TCB contiguration order)
These rules/ considerations, together with the information in the previous paragraphs make up
the DfT strategy of Spider.
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3.3 TEA1215 Power Management Unit
The TEA1215 is a highly integrated Power Management Unit, which is designed by the MST
Consumer. The target applications of the TEA1215 were calculators and other handheld
products. Figure 3.32 shows the main functional blocks of the TEA1215.
Figure 3.32 Architecture oveNiew of the TEA 1215
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The basic tunetion of each module can be derived trom the narnes indicated in the tigure above.
Some connections and 10 pins are included to illustrate the tunetion of the back-up switch. More
detailed information about each module can be found in the datasheet of the TEA1215 [8].
The TEA1215 has two oparating states: normal-mode and back-up mode. This state is generated
by the control unit, based on the main battery voltage and the presence of a backup battery.
During back-up mode, all DC-DC converters will be shut down apart trom the 1.8V DC-DC
converter. As indicated in Figure 3.32 this converter will be supplied by the backup battery via the
back-up switch. During this mode, the back-up switch will also make a copy of this voltage
externally available as indicated on the right-hand side of Figure 3.32.
A last point to note (that will affect test as well) is that the battery charger operates, as much as
possible, independent of all other blocks. The dotted line around the battery charger in Figure
3.32 is added to indicate this. The main reason tor this is the intention to make a stand-alone IC
version of this charger as well.
2

The die size of the TEA1215 is around 13.5 mm in C100 (O.SJ.lm) technology and it comes in a
LQFP48 package. The analog circuitry takes up about 80 percent of the functional area. The ATE
that will be used tor the production test of the TEA1215 is the Teradyne A565d.

3.3.1 Test access requirements and DfT overview
From a test point of view the most important ditterences of the TEA1215 compared to the
previously described Spider are:
Less complex digital circuitry.
Less DA interconnections.
Less digital primary lOs available.
Module reuse strategy not main issue.
The amount of DfT hardware is therefore low, compared to the Spider.
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Again a table containing the minimum access requirements can be drawn up. Because bath chips
contain similar bleeks this table is the same:
Tab/e 3.6 Minimum test access requirements TEA 1215

static

Dlgltal
semi-statle

dynemie

Analog

Test Control

indirect

direct

x

x

Test Data

indirect

indirect

direct

direct

Figure 2.13 gave an overview of the different areas where test access is required. Figure 3.33
gives a top-level impression how these requirements are satisfied within the TEA 1215 (control
signals are indicated with block arrows; data signals with normal arrows).
Figure 3.33 Top-level test access overview TEA 1215

As with Spider, dedicated or multiplexed primary lOs must provide the direct access. The switch
in the analog part and the multiplexer in the digital part indicate this last farm of DfT.
The indirect access requirements are solved differently then in Spider. The most striking
ditterenee is the absence of the TPR register.
The relativa small size of the digital part (and therefore limited amount of DA interconnections)
caused the following choices to be made concerning the access requirements of area 3 in Figure
2.13:
Controllability of signals towards, and observability of signals from the digital part will not be
implemented. A loss of fault coverage of the digital part for StuckAt test is a consequence of
this. Applying looa tests will compensate a part of this loss of StuckAt coverage.
Controllability of signals towards the analog part will be set-up by multiplexers as indicated in
Figure 3.33 and observability of signals from the analog part will be implemented by
multiplexing primary 10 pins. This means direct access will be provided in this last case. This
direct access requirement should preferably be solved within the module's functional
terminals that are connected to primary lOs (multiplexer on module level).
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Other indirect access requirements are solved by:
Indirect test control access is provided through shift registers indicated as 'Loek Code
Register' (LCR) in combination with decoding logic indicated as 'Decoder'.
Indirect test data access is provided by scan chain insertion.
All of this is summarised in the tabla below.
Table 3.7 Test access strategy TEA 1215

Test Control
Test Data

)

· Arialog

Dlgltal
semi-statle

dynamlc

LCR

ded./mux. prim 10

x

scan chain

scan chain

scan chain

ded./mux. prim 10

ded./mux. prim 10

x
.

: ded./mux. prim 10

ded .I mux. pnm 10 :

The implementation of the access DfT blocks will be discussed in more detail now. As modulereuse is not the main goal, more testability issues have to be tackled during the top-level design
of the IC (in contrast to Spider where testability was 'built-in' in the modules).

3.3.2 Scan chain implementation
The principle of scan-test was discussed in paragraph 2.5.4; Figure 3.34 illustrates how the scan
chains are implemented in the TEA 1215.
Figure 3.34 Scan chain overview TEA 1215

As described in paragraph 3.3.1 , the charger operates, as much as possible, independent of all
other blocks. For test, this approach is copied wherever possible. Therefore, two separate (1/0)
scan chains are implemented that run on the same test clock (tck). Because the chains do not
interact with each other, no extra measures are necessary and the scan test timing that was
introduced in chapter 2 can be adopted.
As no asynchronous logic is implemented in the TEA1215, no further test data access DfT
measures are required tor the digital part.

3.3.3 Architecture of Loek Code Register
The LCR is inserted to set-up different test-modes in the chip. This principle is illustrated in Figure
3.35.
Via the 'Loek Code serial in' a test-mode can be shifted in and the decoder logic will generata the
proper test-mode control signals based on this Loek-Code.
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Figure 3.35 Loek Code principle

Test Control sionals

To prevent toggling of the test-mode during shifting, an extra controller and multiplexer are
inserted in the IC, as indicated in Figure 3.36. The controller is enabled by a 'test-mode enable'
signal. When this signal is asserted, a counter is started that asserts the 'shift enable' for as many
clocks as the length of the LCR. This counter is reset whenever the 'test-mode enable' signal is
de-asserted. When the clock indicates that a complete Loek Code is shifted in, the 'shift enable'
signals is de-asserted and the 'LC entered' signals is set to '1'. This way the LCR is in hold mode
and the desired test-mode is provided to the decoding logic that produces the actual control
signals.
Figure 3.36 Test control implementation TEA 1215

L~Co~~-----------------------------,
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Loek Code Register
Controller
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Test Control signals

The set-up of a test-mode is therefore as follows:
Assert test-mode enable.
The test-controller now observes 'tck'.
Aftar N (= length of LCR) positive edges of 'tck' (without de-asserting the 'test-mode enable'
signal), the controller de-asserts the 'shift enable' signals and asserts the 'LC entered' signal.
The test-mode will remain activa until 'test-mode enable' goes down; when this signal goes
down, the chip returns to normal-mode (de-assert 'LC entered').
A new Loek Code can only then be inserted, after the 'test-mode enable' has been low and then
high again.
To enable module reuse, the test control hardware indicated in Figure 3.36 is implemented as a 'test
shell' on module-level. Each module will be assigned a number of consecutive LCR codesv. By
programming an offset in each module for all required test-mode, test-mode assignment on top-level
is relatively easy. This principle is illustrated in Figure 3.37. Control signals will now be generated
locally, and all (to that module) unknown Loek Codes will cause the analog part of that module to be
shutdown. Appendix B, gives an overview of the actual test-mode contiguration in the TEA 1215, this

• Note: these LCR assignments can (partially) overlap forsaveral modules; i.e. one (or more) LCR code can be assigned
to saveral modules to enable parallel testing
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table is an adapted version of the test-mode tabla in the Electrical Test Specification [ETS] of the
TEA1215 [9].
Figure 3.37 Test-mode principle of the TEA 1215
Test-mode table tea 1215
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3.3.4 DfT trick to 'eliminate' contact resistance
One special DfT 'trick' (not reflected in Figure 3.33) needs to be added tor completeness. Power
FETs are commonly used componentsin the productsof the BL Power Management. An important
parameter of these components is the 'on'-resistance. Measuring this (hopefully very) smal!
parameter is hampered by the contact resistance that is involved in this measurement. The DfT 'trick'
to tackle this problem that is implemented in the TEA 1215 is a test-mode to split-up these power
FETs as indicated in Figure 3.38.
Figure 3.38 Splittingup of power FETs

Three measurements are now done to eliminate this contact resistance. During the first two
measurements, only one of the two FETs is switched on whereas during the third maasurement
both FETs are switched on. The contact resistance can now be eliminated according to the
formulas mentioned below.

3.3.5 Control of DfT hardware and test implementation
The indirect test data access in the digital part and the indirect test control access requirements
of Tabla 3.6 are satisfied by the DfT blocks discussed so far. However these blocks have their
own minimum access requirements:
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Table 3.8 Minimum access raquiraments of TEA 1215 DfT blocJes

scan In-/ output

IlOtype
clock

control

Loek Code Block

direct

direct

indirect

Scan chains

direct

direct

direct

The test access problem is therefore 'translated' into the following requirements:
The direct access requirements of Tabla 3.6 and Tabla 3.8.
The indirect data access requirements of area 3 (Figure 2.13) of Tabla 3.6.
The indirect control of the LCR requirements in Tabla 3.8.
These requirements are all met by providing direct access. Since every primary 10 pin is used
during functional oparation of the IC, multiplexing of primary lOs is necessary. These test
multiplexers are implemented on module-level and decoding of the LCR will generata their control
signals.
Toset-up the primary access tothese test-modes, the 'test-mode enable' signal of Figure 3.36
must be generateet Because there is no dedicated test pin, a 'trick' needs to be performed to
generata this signal. This trick consists of pulling a primary input pin above a certain threshold
level (this level will be well above the maximum level during normal functional operation) as
indicated in Figure 3.39. This tigure also shows the control of the test-multiplexers.
Figure 3.39 Test multiplex structura TEA 1215

181 • • • • • • • • • •181 outputs

'-----+i

Controller

1'--...---'
!.__.
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With this structure it is now possible to enter all the chip's test-modes.

TEA1215 Test lmplementatlon
Setting up a test-mode in the TEA1215 is far less complex than was the case tor Spider. The first
reason for this is that access to the test-mode register is set-up directly by pulling the PORC pin
above the comparator's threshold voltage. In Spider extra JTAG programmingwas necessary to
attain this. The second reason is that all test-modes have been predetermined. This in contrast to
Spider, where all test-control signals came with their own TCB-slice causing a large amount of
test-modes (considerations).
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Therefore, the steps to set-up a test-mode are as described in paragraph 3.3.3. The necessary
Lock-Code (and the primary lOs that are used during that test) can be found in the test-mode
tabla of theETSof the TEA1215 [9].
Aftar shifting in this test-mode, the chip is ready to perform the desired test.

3.3.6 TEA 1215 DfT design rules
Th is paragraph will sum up the design rul es to which the modules of the TEA 1215 should comply
to fit in the test strategy (soma of these rules have been mentioned before, but repeated tor
completeness).

Test Interface of module
Test control interface {Test-Mode enable
Functional interface (Analog Shut-Down)

I Loek Code serial in I tck)

Test data access to lnternal nodes of module
Direct data access to digital nodes:
Is only provided tor clock signals (oscillator frequency). Local multiplexers will be inserted
to provide this access. These signals should be multiplexed to other functional terminals
within the module that are connected on top-level to primary lOs.
Indirect data access to digital nodes:
Normally, all positive edge triggered flip-flops in the functional design are replaced via
automatic scan chain insertion.
Values tor control signals trom digital to analog can be selected by implamenting test
multiplexers in the module's test-sheli as indicated in Figure 3.40.
Direct data access to analog nodes:
Local multiplexers will be inserted to provide this access. These signals should be
multiplexed to other functional terminals within the module that are connected on toplevel to primary lOs.
Indirect data access to analog nodes:
No DfT solutions available (yet). Direct access must be provided.

Test control access to lnternal nodes of module
Indirect control access:
The module level decoder will generata all necessary indirect test control signals based
on the applied Loek Code (this decoder can only be finished after the Loek Codes are
assigned on top-level)
Direct control access:
Should be avoided as much as possible to reduce top-level multiplex complexity. Large
test-timereduction is (one of the tew) reason(s) to implament this.

General design considerations
Remove redundant logic as this eausas testability problems.
Digital fault coverage needs to be at least 98%.
No, or minimum use of asynchronous logic. Reduced power consumption is the only
acceptable reason.
Latehes are not allowed, flip-flops only.
Negative edge triggered flip-flops are only allowed to be used as buffers aftar a positive edge
triggered flip-flop tor anti-skew purposes.
Consideration with respect to looa test: Separate looa tests are performed tor the charger and
the rest of the IC. For both looa test-modes, keeping the PORC pin high will force an overall
analog shutdown.
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Charger: Because the looa current for this block has a high default value (± 0.5mA) an
extra diode has been added to the design at the Vntc pin. By forcing the supply voltage at
this pin, this diode will take over the 0.5mA and low quiescent current is established (1 000
@ VADAPT).
Rest of IC: No further DfT implemented (looa @ VBAT).
To make the modules usabie in designs with other DfT strategies; the module-level DfT will be
implemented as a test-sheli around the actual functional module (separate design files) as
indicated in Figure 3.40. This way the modules can be used with different test-shells.
Figure 3.40 Module-level test-she/I implementation of TEA 1215
Test-Mode enable

Test-sheli

Modula
Interface

Modua.
lnterl..e

The figure reflects the ideal situation; next to the standard test interface no extra test dedicated
module lOs are present.
Top-level connections:
Connecting module terminals and primary lOs
All functional module terminals are connected to the primary lOs
Module interconnects:
All directly connected (test data access is taken care of in module's test-shell).
Other issues:
Scan-chain insertion: The scan-path is inserted on module-level.
Generation of 'Test-Mode enable' signa!
Length of Loek Code Register must be determined and the Loek Codes (i.e. moduleoffset) must be assigned.
These rulest considerations, together with the information in the previous paragraphs make up
the DfT strategy of the TEA1215.
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3.4 DfT solutions in latest PCF5060X PMU
While making up an inventory of the DfT implemented in the Spider, another PMU has been
developed: the PCF50606 or Obellx. Whereas the Spider (and its predecessor PCF50601 or
Apollo) is developed by the MST Communications, the Obelix is the first of this PMU family that
is developed by the MST Consumer. Although most of the DfT concept is identical to the Spider,
three changes/ improvements need attention. They are discussed below.

3.4.1 Boundary-Scan
The Obelix is the first PMU of the BL Power Management in which Boundary-Scan is
implemented. The principle of Boundary-Scan is to insart testpoints (or Boundary-Scan Cells
[BSC]) between digital 10 pins and the functional core as illustrated in Figure 3.41 (note: no BSCs
are inserted for lOs used by JTAG). This tigure also shows all other JTAG programmabie
registers in the Obelix.
Figure 3.41 Principle of Boundary-Scan
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Boundary-Scan is part of the IEEE 1149.1 standard mentioned in paragraph 3.2.6. lt was
originally developed to facilitate board level tests (e.g. IC interconneet test). lf Boundary-Scan is
implemented in all ICs on system-level an alternative (serial) test access path to all (digital) IC
pins will be available. This could eliminste the need to use the traditional 'bed-of-nails' technique,
which is getting increasingly complicated because of the continuous size reductions.
However, the 1149.1 test infrastructure has proved to be helptul for all sorts of IC-level (test)
tasks as well, by implamenting private JTAG instructions to:
Set-up test access (e.g. TPR, TCB in the Spider and Boundary-Scan registers in the Obelix).
Control programming of on-board memory (e.g. Calibration Data Memory [CDM] access in
the Spider I Obelix).
Control BIST processas (not present in BL Power Management ICs).
In the Obelix, Boundary-Scan is primarily implemented to facilitate digital 10 production tests of
the Obelix (leakage and level test, see [3]). There was no direct demand for it trom the endcustomer to perform board-level tests.
More detailed information about Boundary Scan can be found in [12].
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3.4.2 Dynamic testpoints
The testpoints, inserted in the Spider can only be accessed serially (i.e. static testpoints conform
CTAG.AMS standard [4]). Indirect access will always increase the test-time; especially during
mixed-signal tests this could lead to (too) long test-time. A loop in the test-program to find the
switch-level of a comparator is an example of such a test.
The preterred comparator test method of the MST Consumer requires direct access to the
1
outputs of these components (on intemal DA interface), as illustrated in Figure 3.42v •
Figure 3.42 Gomparator test set-up using feedback
Vref

DUT

HSO • Cof1'1)1.rator

'-------1

I

Softworo+P\pollne

j1----...J

"By programming the tester, a fixed defined charge 'amount' and discharge 'amount' (both equal)
can be fed to the DUT comparator input, while between, HIZ input can be established to flush the
testers pipeline and to overcoma the DUT propagation delay.
These charge/ discharge 'amounts' are able to charge/ discharge the capacitor at the DUT
comparator input. In the beginning, only defined charge 'amounts' will be fed to the input, until
the tester detects that the DUT comparator has changed its state. Aftar having detected this
change in the output of the DUT comparator, discharge 'amount(s)' will be applied until the DUT
comparator state will change again. By doing so, a regulated 'loop' is generated. The rasuiting
voltage across the capacitor will be measured being the comparator level (measured via an LPF
filter)".
To enable the above described test method, saveral 'dynamic-out' a2d testpoints are inserted in
the Obelix instead of static testpoints. These 'dynamic-out' testpoints are (of course) almost
identical to static testpoints; the only ditterenee is that the digital output signal can also be
multiplexed to a primary output by a specially added TCB bit.
Because digital lOs are scarce, most a2d testpoints are still static in the Obelix. Therefore, when
assigning dynamic testpoints, priority is given to the most critica! nodes (i.e. comparators of which
the exact switch-level must be determined during production test as opposed to go/ no-go tests
basedon two measurements).

3.4.3 lmproved JTAG testpoint control
During test development for the Apollo and Spider a shortcoming was found in the controllogic of
the testpoints. Testpoints that are bypassed will stilllose their contents when other testpoints are
programmed. To solve this problem, extra gating of the JTAG control signals is introduced on
module-level in the Obelix using the Local TCB bit tp_bypass. This is indicated in Figure 3.43 (for
old implementation, see Figure 3.30).

"' Figure and explanation by MST Consumer
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Figure 3.43 Extra gating of JTAG control signals

updateTP

tp_bypass=E>TPsel

&

shiftTP

shift

updateTCB

For d2a testpoints, the shadow register will always be in hold-mode if updateTPis kapt low (see
Figure 3.6). For a2d testpoints, keeping shiftTP low will assure that bypassed testpoints will keep
their contents lf they are in control-mode (see Figure 3.12).
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4 BL Power Management DfT strategy evaluation
In this chapter, an evaluation will be drawn up of the BL Power Management DfT strategies that
ware introduced in the previous chapter. Chapter 2 illustrated the role of test in the IC
manufacturing process and how DfT affects important parameters as IC performance, quality,
costs and TTM. By determining the impact of both strategies on these parameters, problem areas
that would benefit trom new or improved DfT can be identified. This is done in paragraph 4. 1.
In paragraph 4.2, a brief look will betaken at (soma) opportunities to imprave the DfT strategy of
the BL Power Management. These opportunities involve both (small) changes to the currently
used DfT structures, as well as some DfT techniques that are currently not implemented in the
products of the BL Power Management.
Finally, the overall conclusions regarding the DfT strategy (evaluation) will be given in paragraph

4.3.

4.1 Impact of DfT strategies on key parameters
In this paragraph, an overview is drawn up of the impact of both DfT strategies on saveral key
parameters. Because tor most of these parameters, there is no such thing as a 'golden
reference', the performance of either DfT strategy can only be directly compared to the
performance of the other strategy.

4.1.1 DfT strategy Impact on IC performance
lt is inevitable that the DfT used in either strategy somehow affects the performance of the ICs.
Especially tor analog circuitry, where inserting DfT is an integral part of the design, this can be an
important issue. However, to what extend this is the case and how seriously it limits the
development and insartion of DfT circuitry has not been studied.
However, when camparing both strategies, the main DfT ditterences are located in the digital part
and on the DA interface and not in the analog part. Gonsidaring the (relatively) low frequencies
used in both designs, the impact of this (automatically) inserted DfT circuitry on the IC
performance is not believed to be a major issue.
Therefore, both strategies are assumed to have similar impact on the IC performance.

4.1.2 DfT strategy Impact on IC Quality
Product quality is determined by the capability of the tester to filter out (most of) the faulty
devices. Chapter 2 illustrated how this capability is related to the fauiV defect coverage of the test
set and thereby to the testability of the device. The question is now whether the implemented DfT
enables both the application of all required test methods as well as attaining sufficient fault
coverage tor each of these tests. This will be discussed tor both the digital and the analog part.
Dlgital part
To assure a low defect level, Philips requires a minimum StuckAt fault coverage of 98 percent for
(the) digital (part of the) ICs. Furthermore, it is generally accepted that applying looa tests as well,
will further reduce the defect level.
Both ICs use the full-scani technique to provide test access to the digital part. On top of this, a
Testpoint Register is implemented in the Spider to provide full test-access to the internal DA
interface.
1

All {positive edge triggered) flip-flops in the synchronous part of the design are replaced by scannable flip-flops
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For the Spider, the StuckAt coverage is 98.4%. The DfT strategy is therefore adequate to attain
the required fault coverage tor the digital part. The Testpoint Register plays an important role in
achieving this coverage; an Amsal run without the use of the testpoint chain showed a loss in
fault coverage of almast 4.5 percent compared to the 98.4 percent mentioned before.
Next to these StuckAt patterns, 1000 patterns have been implemented for the Spider as well.
The digital StuckAt test coverage of the TEA 1215 is only 96.2%, which is below the required 98
percent StuckAt coverage. This can be explained by the lack of test access on the internal DA
interface. Nevertheless, the 1000 tests that have been implemented tor this IC make up tor a part
of this loss. Also the relativa small size of the digital part will causa the 'missing' StuckAt fault
coverage to have a small(er) impact on the total defect level of the IC.

Analog part
Technically, both DfT strategies offer similar access possibilities totest the analog part of the IC.
Ad-hoc DfT is inserted, based on the direct access requirements of the planned (mostly
functional) tests. Indirect test-access (i.e. DA interface access) is slightly different; whereas this
type of access is standard available in the Spider, it needs special consideration in the TEA 1215
and must be solved either via saveral different test-modes or by providing direct access using AdHoc DfT.
Because of the lack of an analog fault model, no fault coverage can be determined tor the analog
tests. Paragraph 2.3.3 mentioned the tooi DOTSS as one (of the tew) solutions to assess the
defect coverage of the applied test-set. However, this type of simuiatien is not included in the test
development process of either PMU. Although the analog circuits are not over-complicated, and
quite some experience exists in testing these parts, it might still be useful to consider the need tor
DOTSS. Some advantages might be:
• Test impravement A better impression can be obtained of the (lack of) defect coverage of the
implemented tests.
• Test methad comparison: The MST Consumer and the MST Communications use different
test methods tor similar analog blocks. DOTSS could indicate which test methad provides the
highest defect coverage (e.g. the ditterenee in defect coverage of a two-level go/ no go test of
a camparator as opposed to the feedback test in paragraph 3.4.2 that determines its actual
switch-level)
• Design impravement Design weaknesses might be exposed which could lead to a more
robust design (i.e. Design for Manufacturability [DfM]).
Analysis of customer returns in the (naar) future could indicate whether these simulations are
required.
Overall, based on the attained fault-coverages tor the digital part, it must be concluded that the
DfT concept of Spider has a slightly greater potential of reaching a low DL than the one of the
TEA1215.

4.1.3 DfT strategy impact on Non-Recurring costs and TTM
The Non-Recurring casts and the TTM of an IC are closely related and therefore treated in the
same paragraph. Allaspects considered below have impact on both the Non-Recurring casts and
the TTM of the IC. First of all, the impact of each DfT strategy on the module and IC design time
will be treated.
For both DfT strategies the same general DfT design rules apply that will lead to an initial
functional implementation. Starting trom this implementation, Tabla 4.1 illustrates the main steps
that are made tor each DfT strategy to produce a testable IC. The top-half of this tabla indicates
the steps that are taken on module-level, the lower half considers the steps that are taken on top(or IC) level.
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Table 4.1 Overview of main DfT steps tor both the Spider and the TEA1215 strategy
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DfT strategy Impact on module design time
In a module-reuse strategy, most of the test circuitry is inserted on module-level. The test circuitry
that is inserted to provide test dataaccessis considered first in Tabla 4.1.
For the synchronous digital partn, both strategies use automatic scan chain insertion. For the
TEA1215 these chains are inserted on module-level, and for the Spider this is performed on toplevel, as indicated in Tabla 4.1. However, because this step if fully supported by CAT tools, no
major differences in module (or IC) design time will result from this difference.
The main difference between the TEA1215 and the Spider lies in the development and insartion
of test data access circuitry for the DA interface. The mandstory and semi-automated insartion of
testpoints minimises the design time spend on providing this type of access for the Spider. In
contrast to this, l;?oth the selection and the insartion of the DfT circuitry to test the analog side of
1
the DA interface ï must be done manually for the TEA 1215. Therefore, the module design time
will be longer for this DfT strategy.
Finally, for both DfT strategies, manually designed Ad-Hoc DfT solutions are required to provide
test data access to the analog part of the design (as there is still no CAT tooi support available).
Furthermore, the demand to solve any rasuiting direct test data access requirement within the
module's functional terminals will cause additional complexity. Nevertheless, this should always
be the aim as it is an investment that assures direct reusability of the module (as far as testability
is concemed). A possible way to reduce this complexity is by implamenting an analog test bus,
which can be made available to each module during different test-modes.
However, next to some obvious drawbacks as increased area consumption and implementation
difficulties (e.g. possible signal deformation caused by cross-talk, etc.), there are saveral more
raasons not to implament such a bus structure:
Test Engineers indicate that there are no major difficulties in solving the analog direct test
access requirements within each module; for the TEA 1215, all these test access
requirements are solved within the modules and for the Apollo, only one could not be solved
within a particular module.
lt might hamper (or even preclude) parallel testing of components, since the test-bus can only
be assigned to one module at a time. This could result in an increased production test-time.

1
1

Insartion of DfT circuitry for asynchronous digital parts is omitted in Table 4.1 as only the Spider contains an
asynchronous module so a comparison with the TEA1215 would not be possible
For the TEA1215 DfT strategy, no test access towards/ from the digital part is provided on the DA interface.
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Therefore, no real demand for an analog test bus exists (yet).
All above-mentioned DfT circuitry, implemented to provide test data access, will require test
control signals to set-up the different test-modes. The circuitry that generatas these control
signals is considered next in Tabla 4.1.
For the Spider this is automated; a script is used to generata the required Local TCB slices (both
mandatory and optional TCB slices), thereby minimising the time that is spent on this action.
For the TEA1215 the Loek Code controller is inserted in the test-sheli of each module. However,
unlike the Spider, the design of this controller is not only based on the test-modes required by the
module, but also on the top-level test-mode contiguration (i.e. total number of LCR codes and
offset-value). Furthermore, since no scripts are available to generata this controller, test control
insartion (and thereby the module design time) will be longer for the TEA1215 DfT strategy than
for the Spider DfT strategy.
Overall, the DfT strategy of the Spider will enable a shorter module design time than the DfT
strategy of the TEA 1215.
DfT strategy Impact on IC design time
The BL Power Management has implemented a module reuse strategy to cut the top-level IC
design time. To enable this, the aim of the DfT strategy should be to solve all testability issues on
module-level. However, neither of the two DfT strategies offers this complete 'built-in' testability,
leaving some of these issues to be solved on top-level. These issues are shown in the lower half
of Table 4.1; again, test data access is considered first.
For the Spider, scan chains are inserted (automatically) on top-level, as was indicated before.
Furthermore, Ad-Hoc DfT solutions must be implemented for direct test data access requirements
that are not solved within the modules. However, since (nearly) all these access requirements are
solved within the functional terminals of the Spider modules, only little concerns are left for toplevel design.
The only real exception to this is the Clock Generator Unit. As this is an asynchronous module, it
doesnotsupport automatic scan chain insartion or ATPG. Next toa long test development time,
the main problem this module causes fortop-level design is the high number of direct test access
requirements that are not solved within the module: 14 internal clock signals need to be
multiplexed to (scarce) primary lOs on top-level. This problem is notSpider specific, as the CGU
is part of the PMU backbone. Therefore, it would be interesting to see whether a DfT solution can
be found that tackles this problem.
For the TEA1215, all test data access requirements are solved within the functional terminals of
the modules, thereby enabling a (slightly) shorter IC design time on this point.
The last step is now to finalise the test control signal generation; for the Spider, the Global TCB
is created to generata control signals for both the (standard) global test-modes and the (IC
specific) top-level Ad-Hoc DfT solutions mentioned above. Since the Global TCB can be
generated using the HDLi script, this will require only little extra design time. Furthermore, the
JTAG controller is inserted; this is a standard module that is directly available from the design
library. However, the primary 10 requirements of this controller can causa some last difficulties
(especially for IC designs with even fewer digital pins than the Spider).
For the TEA 1215, the only (DfT related) task that is left to do is to finalise the test-mode
configuration. At this point, the exact number of required test-modes is determined based on the
test-modes of each module. However, this is not done by simply adding up the number of testmodes required by each individual module. To minimise the total production test-time, it is
necessary to consider for each test, whether or not it can be performed in parallel with (one of
the) other tests. Because the Loek Code decoder concept only allows for one (offset) value to be
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adjusted, the test-modes must have been proparty lined up on module-level. An example of this is
given in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Test-Mode contiguration example tor TEA 1215 DfT strategy

Module A

Module B

Module C

Finding out a (close to) optimum test-mode contiguration tor an IC takes quite some time. In the
TEA 1215 strategy this must be done before tapeout In contrast to this, the test-modes of each
Spider module can be selected lndlvldually via the TCB shift register (also aftar tapeout). This
does not necessarily reduce the actual time that is spant on selecting the (limited number of) testmodes that will be used during the final test-program. However, this treedom does allow the Test
Engineer to address this issue when it suits best (e.g. aftar tapeout while 'waiting' tor the new
silicon).
Another important advantage of the Spider test-mode structure is the flexibility of adding and
removing test-modes (i.e. TCB slices) without affecting other modules. In contrast to this, adding an
extra test-mode to a TEA 1215 module will affect only that module if there is an 'unused' Loek Code
left. Moreover, if the 'offset' strategy is to be maintained, this tree Loek Code must be consecutive to
the Loek Codes already assigned to that module. Otherwise (offset) changes will have to bemadein
other modules as well. Changes tothetest-modes of the TEA1215 are therefore potentially more
complex and time consuming than tor the Spider.
Aftar finishing the steps discussed above, the lnltial design of the IC is finished. However, the
design of complex mixed-signal ICs is seldom a tirst-time right process. Aftar receiving the first
silicon, a graat deal of time is consumed by validating the correct functioning of the IC and
checking whether all its parameters are within the agreed specifications. Therefore, the impact of
the DfT strategy on the time that is spant on this 'characterisation and debugging' process is
important as well tor the totaiiC design time.
Gonsidaring the surplus of test-modes, as well as the (full) test access possibilities on the DA
interface provided by the Spider DfT strategy, it is not hard to imagine that this strategy offers the
superior characterisation and debug facilities. Moreover, it is unsure whether the TEA 1215 DfT
strategy offers sufficient characterisation and debug possibilities tor ICs as complex as the
TEA1215 (or worse, the Spider). According to the project leader of the TEA1215, this IC might
have had a better chance to succeed if it had been equipped with Spider-like DfT circuitry.
The overall conclusion is therefore that the DfT strategy of the Spider enables the shortest IC
design time.
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DfT strategy Impact on test development time
Both DIT strategies are developed to minimise the top-level testability concerns. However,
neither DIT strategy is designed to achieve a maximum reduction in test-clevelopment time, which
could be achieved by providing pre-fabricated tests with the modules. The raasons why this is not
possible are:
Reuse is based on 'soft' modules (to support small modifications)
The absence of a 'full-access' test-sheli per module
The use of different testers (LTX fusion, Teradyne A595, and in the near future Agilent).
However, each developed module will have (at least) similar test accessibility in each PMU.
Therefore a properly documented module test plan (ETS) should reduce the test development
time. This document could contain information like:
Module's test interface: standard test lOs; non-standard test lOs (e.g. direct access
requirements that could not be solved within the module's functionaiiOs)
Possible test-sheli configurations (e.g. use of dynamic versus static testpoints)
Module test-modes; advised test methods and test implementation (e.g. required delays/
resources)
Projects in which it is used (technology)
(Re)design history; possible improvements
Typical test-time; parallel test possibilities
Tast's selectivity (order in test program)
Future points of attention with respect to :
DfT (e.g. d2a testpoints implemented where a2d could suffice, possible reduction of
test-time)
Limit settings (e.g. to prevent unnecessary tight limits)
Furthermore for the Spider strategy, special scripts are developed to generata the mixed-signal
test patterns that use a TCB's orTP's name rather than its actual position in the chains. This way,
when changes are made to the IC, regeneratien of the test pattems (for the non-affected parts)
will be easier as only changes tothetest contiguration file are required. Similar scriptscan (of
course) be developed for the TEA1215 as well; in that case they should use test-names rather
than actual Loek Codes.
As (the availability of) these scripts form the only major difference between both DIT strategies for
test development, it can be assumed that using the Spider DfT strategy will lead to a shorter test
development time (at this moment).
Finally, when discussing the DIT strategy's impact on the IC design time, it was pointad-out in
what way the Spider CGU eausas difficulties for top-level design and that it could benefit from
improved DIT. To reduce the test development time for the Spider, it would be useful if this new
DIT not only eliminated the top-level multiplex problem, but also enabled ATPG for this
(asynchronous) module.
A possible salution to this last problem might be to use the DfT technique explained in Technica!
Note 2001/274 of Philips Natlab [1], which enables automatic scan chain insartion and ATPG for
asynchronous circuits (achieving close to 100% StuckAt fault coverage). This technique will be
reviewed in paragraph 4.2.2 to see whether it could be useful to solve the testability issues of the
CGU (and maybe even enable the use of more power efficient asynchronous logic in the products
of the BL Power Management).

4.1.4 DfT strategy impact on Recurring Costs
In this paragraph, the impact of each DfT strategy on both the area requirements and the
production test-time will be considered. To get an impression of the main contributors to the total
recurring costs of a mixed-signa! IC, the build-up of these costs for the Spider is indicated in
Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4. 1 Recurring cost overview of the Spider PMU
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DfT strategy Impact on area consumption
For all points considered so far, the Spider DfT strategy was found to perfarm better because of
its standardised and extensive test access possibilities. However, these advantages come at the
cost of a large(r) test area overhead.
The ditterences between both strategies are mainly located in the test control DfT, and the DfT to
access the DA interface. For both the Spider and the TEA 1215, the area related to this DfT has
been assessed; this is basically all digital DfT, except the scan-test related DfT. For the TEA 1215
it was found that this DfT occupied 2% of the die area, and tor the Spider this was an impressive
7%. The testpoints of the Spider account tor the largast part of this area: About 4.6%.
Again, it must be noted that these numbers do not include any analog DfT, or the scan-test
related area.

DfT strategy impact on production test-time
As tester time is expensive and tester capacity is scarce, a short production test-time is extremely
important. The DfT concept of the TEA1215 has already been implemented in saveral previous
ICs, and has proved to enable a short (enough) production test-time (i.e. 2500 ms tor both water
and final test tor the TEA 1215).
The Spider DfT concept on the other hand, has only been implemented in one other IC, which
has not reached mass production either (i.e. the Apollo PMU). Currently, the test-time tor both
these ICs is over twice the test-time of that of the TEA 1215. Next to high production costs, this
also eausas a problem for logistics; since one water contains around 2500 Spider ICs, a test-time
of five seconds will result in a test-time of almost 3.5 hours per water. Moreover, for the new
C050 (0.25 IJm) process this could easily result in a test-time of over 7 hours per water, which is
(at the least) undesirable. The question is now whether this is ditterenee in test-time is caused by
the Spider DfT strategy.
In an attempt to explain the 2.5 second ditterenee in test-time, tour {DfT related) raasons were
considered:
1.

Test-mode set-up takes longer using the Spider DfT strategy.

For the TEA 1215, it only takes little time to set-up a test-mode; aftar pulling the test-mode enable
pin high, only six more clock edges are required (i.e. length of Loek-Code). For the Spider, Tabla
4.3 shows the number of clocks that are required toset-up each test-mode (see also JTAG state
diagram in appendix A).
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Table 4.3 Spider test-mode set-up

Spider teat-mode set-up
~

#Ciocks

TAP(shift IR)

4

Shift-in TCBAccess instructien (3 bits wide IR register )

3

TAP(run tesVidle)

TAP(shift

IR)~

Shift-in TCB settings (lenghtfbced
TAP(shift

5

TAP(shift OR)

OR)~

=43 TCBs)

43

3

TAP(run tesVidle)
Total:

i

58

Therefore, setting-up a test-mode in the TEA 1215 is considerably taster than tor the Spider.
However, the total number of test-modes used during the final test program is fairly limited, and
the used test clock frequency will be around 1 MHz. Therefore, the ditterenee in test-mode set-up
time cannot explain the large ditterenee in IC test-time mentioned above.
2.

Faster test-methods are used tor the production test of the TEA 1215 PMU.

The choice of test technique (or its implementation) can be affected by the OfT. To determine
whether the use of any 'tast' test techniques is obstructed or excluded by one of the two OfT
strategies, either a list of these 'fast' test techniques must be available, or else at least a rough
lndlcation which module or component eausas an abnormally long test-time. This information is
required, as it is next to impossible, to completely examina either test-program; determine where
different test techniques cause major test-time ditterences and finally determine whether the (time
wise) better test-technique is supported by both OfT strategies or not, and all this within the time
set for this project.
However, the only lead in this case is the fast comparator test-method used for the TEA 1215 (see
paragraph 3.4.2). This test-method can determine the 'exact' switch-level of a comparator in
around 4 milliseconds. To compare this to the test-times of the Spider, Tabla 4.4 shows the
comparator test-times tor this IC, based on a test-time profile of the (unfinished!) test-program.
Table 4.4 Camparator test-times for the Spider
Module
(ITPsln
module)

MBC (12)

a2d

ETS

11 Levels

page

testeet

Test-time per level

Goll\lo-Go
(ms)

Char.

batmax
tempgtO

131.99

445.76

37

31

4.26

14.38

16.54

60.27

32

2

8.27

30.13

22.57
30.05

76.11
51.85

38

34

2
1

11.29

chglt10v

30.05

38.05
51.85

hightemp

14.26

76.15

42

2

7.13

38.07

22.24

99.27

47

3

7.41

33.09

templt55
chggtbat

OCR (3)

··· ·.·re&t-tlme

testpoint
name

(ms)

Go/No-Go
(ms)

Char.

(ms)

vbatpres
ISM(4)

vsavepres
vchpres

BVM(2)

lewbat n

63.11

152.63

39

7

HVS(7)

cphvs th1

13.97

35.93

28

1

9.02
13.97

35.93

SIM (10)

regrdy

49.99

93.93

27

2

24.99

49.63

21.80

The Spider test-program has two modes of operation; characterisation-mode and normal-mode.
Ouring characterisation-mode, the 'exact' switch-level of each comparator is determined via a
binary search. Ouring normal-mode on the other hand, each comparator is submitted to a twolevel go/ no-go test.
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The last column in Table 4.4 shows the time that is spent on finding the switch-level of (some of)
the comparators in the Spider'. lt is clear that the binary search method will cause a longer testtime than the feedback method. However, during the production test of the Spider, all
comparators are tested using the Go/ No-Go method. In this case, the average test-time per
comparator is only 8 milliseconds and although this is twice as much as the feedback testmethod, it could only explain around 0.2 seconds ditterenee in the total test-time between the two
ICs.
3.

Access delay of the Testpoint Register of the Spider prevents a short test execution time.

The Testpoint Register of the Spider only provides indirect test access on the OA interface. The
access delay of this register is determined in Table 4.5; because the length of the testpoint chain
can vary, an 'average' length had to be chosen.
Table 4.5 Average access de/ay of Spider Testpoint Register

Programming of Spider TPR
lnitial TPR access-delay
~

TAP(run tesVidle)

# Clocks

TAP(shift IR)

4

Shift-in TPAccess instructien
TAP(shift

IR)~

TAP(shift OR)

Shift-in TP settings (lenghtaverage
TAP(shift

3

OR)~

5

=16 TPs)

16

TAP(run tesVidle)

3
Total: :

31

Reload TPR access-delay
TAP(run tesVidle)

~

TAP(shift OR)

Shift-in TP settings (lenghtaverage
TAP(shift

OR)~

3

=16 TPs)

16

TAP(run tesVidle)

3
Total: :

22

With a test clock frequency of around 1 MHz, the average initial delay of the Testpoint Register is
31 microseconds. However after this first access, the average delay will 'only' be 22
microseconds (as long as the TPaccess instructien remains in the JTAG instructien register).
Ouring the digital scan-test, the Testpoint Register is the shortest of all scan chains. Therefore,
the impact of the access delay only needs to be considered at the 'analog side' of the Testpoint
Register. Furthermore, the previous point proved that the access delay did not (seriously) affect
the comparator test-times (i.e. observing the analog side via the Testpoint Register).
What is left to consider is the effect, the access delay has on test access towards the analog
parts. Although this has not been studied, it is thought to be unlikely that the 22 microsecend setup delay can cause the large overall test-time ditterenee since:
The settling time for the analog maasurement that will follow the test set-up itself will most
likely be in the millisecond range (compared to the microseconds of the access delay).
(In theory) the d2a could be reloaded with new data during this settling time to minimise/
mask the access delay.

lv

The large ditterences in this column are (according totheTest Engineer) mainly due to ditterences in the various primary
lOs used during the test. The number of testpoints in the modules does notseem todetermine the test-time.
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4.

The Spider DfT strategy does not support parallel testing of components

The implemented DIT can allow or prevent parallel testing of components; e.g. if the DfT strategy
relies on shared resources to provide test access to saveral parts of the IC (e.g. test busses, 10
pins, etc.}, it will exclude parallel testing of those parts.
However, both strategies solve (most of their) direct analog test access requirements within the
module's functional terminals. Therefore, neither DfT strategy prevents analog tests trom being
performed in parallel (in theory).
For mixed-signal tests, access to the DA interface must be considered as well. Whereas direct
access is often provided in the TEA1215, the Spider contains the Testpoint Register to provide
indirect access. Since this register can be made available to all modules at the same time, this
should rather improve parallel test capabilities than exclude them.
Moreover, the large test-mode overhead of the Spider, enables the optimisation of the testprogram (e.g. which tests are performed in parallel) after tapeout In contrast to this, only the
(limited number of) built-in test-modescan be used totest the TEA1215; further optimisation is
not possible.
Since none of these raasons could explain the ditterenee in test-time, it must be concluded that
either the Spider's test program was not fully optimised yet (e.g. unnecessary delays in test
program, or an 'over-complete' test-set}, or that the test-time of the TEA 1215 is just not a good
raferenee tor a more complex PMU like the Spider.
Gonsidaring this last point, the production test-time tor the Obelix IC will be an important test case
tor the Spider DfT concept (as this is the first PCF5060X PMU developed by the MST Consumer);
if the test-time is also much longer tor this IC than tor the TEA1215, it must be questioned
whether simHar functional complexity could be more important than similar die-size when
comparisons regarding test-time are made.
Soma last suggestions of the Test-Engineer of the Apollo to explain the long(er) test-time tor this
ICwere:
At the start of the test development, the focus was on setting up a test program following the
modular design approach. This way, large parts of code could be reused in new projects. This
also oftered much flexibility to adapt the program aftar a redesign. As a consequence,
optimisation of the test program with respect to test-time only got the focus in later stages of
the project.
Tester problems/ limitations; the (unfinished) software of the LTX fusion tester caused many
problems.

4.2 Opportunities to improve BL Power Management DfT strategy
The last section discussed the impact of each DIT strategy on saveral key parameters, and
underlined how both strategies succeed in achieving their main goals; i.e. a short TIM tor the
Spider strategy and low recurring costs tor the TEA 1215 strategy.
In this section a brief look will betaken at (soma) opportunities to improve the DIT strategy of the
BL Power Management. First of all, improvements are considered basedon (small) adaptations
to the current DIT structures. Aftar that, soma newv DIT techniques will be discussed; tor each of
these new techniques, the basic principle will be described, in what way it is expected to help the
BL Power Management and a first indication whether it could actually meet these expectations.

• i.e. not currently implemenled in the products of the BL Power Management
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4.2.1 Impravement by adapting current DfT structures
The Obelix was the first PMU with a Spider-like testability concept to be co-developed by the
MST Consumer. As a result of the different background and experience of this MST, saveral
improvements were made to the Spider DIT concept, which ware described in section 3.4.
Furthermore, paragraph 4. 1.4 suggested that any other major DIT weakness would have been
uncovered during the course of that project. However, as the Obelix project was only in its early
stages at the start of my project, not all of this information was known at that time.
For that reason, some of the changes (and their impact) that ware considered during the course
of my project will be described in this section. These changes concern both the test-control
circuitry of either DIT strategy as wellas the Testpoint Register on the DA interface of the Spider.

Changes totest control lmplementation
Figure 4.2 shows how the actual test-mode control signal generation is implemented in both the
Spider (A) and the TEA1215 (8). This figure also summarises the main strengths and
weaknesses of both these implementation, which were discussed in section 4.1.
Figure 4.2 Test-mode signa/ generation in Spider and TEA 1215
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For the Spider, the following changes to the TCB concept ware considered in order to reduce its
area consumption:
Removal of TCB shadow registers and implementation of a 'test-mode entered' signal. The
shadow registers in each TCB slice are implemented to prevent toggling of the test-mode
during shift-operations. This tunetion could be (partially) replaced by providing a 'test-mode
entered' signal, similar to that of the TEA 1215. This signal will be low during shift operations,
and the circuit will be forced into functional mode. When the correct test-mode is shifted into
the TCB registers, the signal will be changed back to a high level and the circuit will enter the
required test-mode. This 'test-mode entered' signal could be derived trom the JTAG TCBsel
signal.
This change will result in reduced area requirements (i.e. 43 shadow registers) at the price of
switching between tunetional-mode and the desired new test-mode in between two testmodes. Even though this does not seem to cause problems for the TEA 1215, the testengineer of the Spider beliets that this change is undesirable as it will (further) increase the
test-time. Therefore removing the shadow registers was no Jonger considered to be an
option.
By removing the requirement of one dedicated TCB slice per test-mode control signa!, the
TCB area could be reduced by inserting a smaller shift register plus decoding logic as
indicated in Figure 4.3. This figure also indicates how this should be implemented to maintain
the modular design approach.
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Figure 4.3 Alternative implementation for Spider test-mode control
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However, this would lead to only a very small or no area benefit tor the Local TCBs in the
Spider, as these are fairly small: Suppose 3 TCB slices are used toset-up 3 test-modes next
2
to the functional-mode; this would require l 1og(3+1)l = 2 register-slices in the 'new'
implementation. lf 4 test-modes had been required; there would be no benefit at all.
The only part where this new method could save some die area is tor the global TCB.
However, the (limited) area that could be saved this way is believed not to justify the troubles
it will cause (i.e. predetermining the required test-modes and the manual design and insartion
of the decoding logic).
As far as the JTAG controller is concerned, no changes are proposed for this controller; using this
standard has saveral important advantages:
Control interface is available.
Future DIT architectures, which control is based on this standard can be implemented fairly
easily; e.g. Boundary-Scan, which is implemented in the next generation of PMUs (see
paragraph 3.4. 1).
Compliance to a standard can be added to the datasheet (not possible tor the Spider as the
standard is only partially implemented)

For the TEA 1215, an improved test-mode control could be achieved by changing the LCRregister into a shift register structure as indicated in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4 Alternative implementation for TEA 1215 LCR register
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Th is way, most of the advantages that we re listed for the Spider will a lso apply to the TEA 1215.
Moreover, if the module-level LCR controller would be replaced by one top-level LCR controller,
top-level test-mode contiguration would no langer require any changes on module-level. These
advantages will come at the cost of some extra wiring, but savings can be made as well since the
average length of each module-level shift register will be shorter than the current LCR register,
and one top-level LCR controller will consume less area than all local LCR controllers together.

Changes to the Testpoint Register of the Spider
Next to the many advantages listed before, the downsides of the Testpoint Register are the delay
rasuiting trom the indirect access and more important, its area consumption. Saveral options
were considered to tackle (parts of) these problems.
The access delay could be reduced by redirecting the JTAG data register control signals to
primary lOs during mixed-signal tests (as many of the digitaiiOs are not used during these tests).
However, trom Table 4.5 it is clear that this would only cut the access delay by about 30%, and
therefore it is considered not to be worth the effort.
A way to eliminate the access delay is by the implementation of dynamic testpoints. However,
since they are implemented in the latest version of the PCF5060X PMU (see paragraph 3.4.2),
this option is not further considered here.
To reduce the area consumption of the Testpoint Register, saveral changescan be considered:
Remaval of shadow registers trom the d2a testpoints and implementation of a 'data entered'
signal, similar as was discussed for the TCB register. However, since the remaval of these
registers trom the TCB slices was already considered to be causing too much toggling, the
1
remaval of these registers is not an optionv •
Reduce the number of testpoints by carefully selecting where to insert them (as opposed to
the standard insartion on the whole internal DA interface).
Remave the Testpoint Register and solvetest access requirements on the DA interface by
Ad-Hoc DfT solutions.
Whereas the first option was deemed impractical after talks with saveral Test Engineerswhoare
involved in the Spider and Apollo project, the impact of the other two proposed changes on the
key parameters of paragraph 4.1 simply proved to be (too) ditticuit and numerous to assess.

4.2.2 Scan testing of asynchronous circuits
Paragraph 2.5.4 already pointed out some of the advantages an asynchronous design style could
offer the BL Power Management, with the main objective being low power consumption.
The development of the Tangram programming langu.!=J.ge by Philips Research, enabled the
11
automated design of large and complex asynchronousv circuits [22]. Furthermore, at the 2002
Test Seminar at Philips Research, a fully automated structural test methad was presented by
Philips EO&T, which could pave the way tor the braad implementation of asynchronous circuits.
This test methad is described in Philips Technica! Note 2001/274 and is basedon the Fuii-Scan
method. The report describes the circuit modifications that ware made to the original
asynchronous (hand-shake) circuits to make it compatible to the normal full-scan concept. lt also
describes the (Philips CAT) tool-workarounds that are required for the actual test generation. The
developed test patterns are said to provide close to 100% StuckAt fault coverage.
However, the area overhead involved in making the circuit scan-testabie is significant: between
80% and 100%, stating that ''the actual area overhead is also largely dependent on the type of
application and the quality of the Tangram code". Saveral optimisation are mentioned in the

Removal of shadow registers from d2a testpoints on the asynchronous - synchronous interface Is an option, as will be
discussed in chapter 5.
vil Tangram enables the design of handshake-circuits; a special class of asynchronous circuits

vi
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report that should lower this percentage in the future to (ideally) around 20% (e.g. by the
development of custom standard cells forsaveral asynchronous elements). Next to this DfT area
investment, saveral presentations on the Tangram website [XXX pww-adres in footnote nog
invoegen] also mention a 10%-20% area investment involved in changing from a synchronous to
an asynchronous (handshake) design style.
Another uncertainty is the actual reduction in power consumption that can be achieved; when this
was asked during the presentation at the Test Seminar no real indication could be offered.
Therefore, for the moment, changing over to an asynchronous design style does not seem to be
in the interest of the BL Power Management (yet).

4.2.3 Analog Test Access Port: IEEE 1149.4
The IEEE 1149.4 can be seen as an extension of the IEEE 1149.1 test architecture (see
paragraph 3.4.1) to the mixed-signal domain. To this end, saveral new components and bussas
are added to the IC, as indicated on the left-hand side of Figure 4.5. To keep this tigure clear,
only Boundary-Scan registers are indicated.
Figure 4.5 Examp/e oveNiew of IEEE 1149.4 implementation
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Next to the (digital) TestAccessPort between TDI and TDO, an Analog TestAccessPort [ATAP]
is present for 1149.4, which is accessed via the AT1 and AT2 terminals. The Test Bus Interface
Controller [TBIC] can conneet this ATAP in saveral ways to an internal analog test bus (i.e. AB1
and AB2 in Figure 4.5), which in turn is connected to all Analog Boundary-Scan Cells [A-BSC].
On the right-hand side of Figure 4.5, an overview of a general A-BSC is shown to illustrate the
tasks they can perfarm (which is identical for both in- and outputs). From left to right, it can be
seenthat:
The output pin can be disconnected from the core (switch 'SD').
The pin/ core signal value can be captured in a shift register, which is connected between
TDI and TDO (1 bit AD conversion; compared to VrH). This shift register also contains the
registers that control all switches inside the A-BSC.
The pin/ core can be connected to the internal analog test bus (switches 'SB1', 'SB2').
The pin/ core can be driven to 1 and 0 (switches 'SH', 'SL').
The A-BSC can forma current return to VG, which is normally VGRouNo (switch 'SG').
For a complete description of the standard, the reader is referred to [6]. A good overview/
discussion of the use of the 1149.X standards can be found in [23].
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Paragraph 3.4.1 described how the IEEE 1149.1 standard was originally developed to facilitate
board-level testing of digital ICs, but tumed out to be useful tor IC-level (test) tasks as well. This
has been the main reason tor implamenting it in the Obelix. The decision whether or not to
upgrade the DfT in the PCF5060X family towards the 1149.4 standard would also depend on its
potential to further facilitate IC-level (test) tasks.
However, these additional benefits seem to be limited to providing test access to intemal analog
nodes of Multi Chip Modules [MCM]. No further IC-level (test) benefits have been found in
literature.
On the other side, the drawbacks of implamenting 1149.4 seem clearer:
lncreased area consumption
lncreased design time (e.g. to avoid performance degradation, cross talk etc. caused by the
newly introduced DfT hardware)
lncreased test (development) time. lf IEEE 1149.4 is to be added to the IC specification, this
new DfT hardware must be tested (whereas the 1149.1 hardware is tested implicitly since it is
used to test other parts of the IC}
Therefore, implamenting the 1149.4 standard does not seem to be in the interest of the BL Power
Management.

4.3 Evaluation conclusions and recommendations
The aim of the evaluation, drawn up in this chapter, was to assess the impact of (parts of) either
DfT strategy on saveral key parameters, in order to identify their strengths and weaknesses.
Based on these findings, it could then be determined which parts should make up each strategy,
and where there is an opportunity (or demand) tor improved DfT.
Unfortunately, no major (new) information was brought up by this evaluation; the findings support
the general idea that existed: Whereas the Spider strategy is more suited tor a module reuse
strategy, the TEA 1215 strategy enables lower recurring costs. However, because of a lack of
extemal raferenee material on most issues, there is no real possibility to judge the actual
performance of either strategy. This makes it hard to determine whether there is a real problem,
or whether it is an unwanted, but unavoidable situation.
An example of such a dilemma (and one of the main concerns at this moment) is the production
test-time of the Spider. The costs of water and final test make up a large part of the total
production costs of this IC (over 30%). However, as it is a whole new design and DIT-concept,
with only one similar IC close to mass production, Test Engineer experience is only just building
up. Therefore, it is unclear whether the attained test-times are too long, or whether they are
(close to) optimal.
A similar problem emerges when analysing the DfT area overhead. Unlike its digital counterpart,
mixed-signal DfT is still in its infancy; used DfT structures are often company confidential and
therefore not commonly available (let alone numbers of the rasuiting DfT overhead).
By setting-up meetings with Test Engineers of other BL's within Philips, an attempt was made to
acquire such raferenee materiaL However, these meetings (although informative) did notprovide
the information that was hoped for, with the most interesting result being the fact that the BL
Mainstream TV Solutions uses a DfT strategy similar to that of the Spider for its 'Ultimata One
Chip' ICs.
The most important reason why these meetings did not produce the information that was sought
after wasthetact that the main (measurable) problems (i.e. DfT area and test-time) that I wanted
to discuss, could not be judged by them on the spot (which is not strange, as even Test
Engineers wlthln the BL Power Management have difficulties/ different opinions on this point).
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However, despita these difficulties (and the rasuiting lack of hard evidence), there are saveral
raasons that support the opinion that the Spider strategy is the right strategy for the (complex)
PMUs of the BL Power Management seeing:
The main target is to attain a short TIM.
The characterisation possibilities this strategy offers are vital because of both the complexity
of the ICs itself, as well as the fact that experience with these ICs is still limited.
The Spider strategy will limit the test(ability) design time, which can be important seeing the
limited TPE resources and the large time that is involved in the actual test (pattem)
development itself.
Based on these points, it is recommended to continue with the Spider DfT strategy for complex
PMUs, together with the additions that were made to this strategy, described in paragraph 3.4.
Some other recommendations that were made during chapter 4 are :
The use of DOTSS to assess/ compare the defect coverage of the applied (analog) test set;
especially during the study phase of a DfT concept for a new block (see paragraph 4.1.2).
Not to implament an analog test-bus, as there s no real need for this standardised access
(see paragraph 4.1.3).
Not to change over to a (completely) asynchronous design style, as the overhead for
standard DfT is still too large (see paragraph 4.2.2).
Not to implament the IEEE 1149.4 standard as this will not further facilitate IC-level tests (see
paragraph 4.2.3).
Paragraph 4.1.3 identified the Spider CGU as one of the parts of the Spider that could benefit

trom improved DfT. This project has been selected as part of the practical assignment of this
graduation project. The results of this are drawn up in the next chapter.
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5

Practical assignment: Redesign of Clock Generator Unit

In this chapter, the current version of the CGU (i.e. nce_cgu_2), which is implemented in the
Obelix is introduced first. Both the functional logic and the test-logic are briefly described. Aftar
this, saveral different DfT solutions will be suggested, to overcoma the limitations of the current
DfT concept.
One of these new concepts has been further developed, which resulted in the nce_cgu_3. In
paragraph 5.2, the DfT approach of this new CGU version will be evaluated. Finally, the
conclusions and recommendation about the whole CGU project are presented in paragraph 5.3.

5.1 Clock Generator Unit PCF50606 : nce_cgu_2
The nce_cgu_2 generatas all clock signals for the Obelix PMU. Within this PMU, two (functional)
clock domains are distinguished:
High clock domain (f > 32 kHz); these frequencies are derived trom the 3.6 MHz on-chip
Current Controlled Oscillator [CCO].
Low clock domain (f ~ 32 kHz); these frequencies are either derived trom an extemal 32 kHz
oscillator or, if this oscillator is not present, trom the on-chip 3.6 MHz CCO.
Two types of clocks are generated by the CGU:
Continues clocks
These clocks can not be disabled and are continuously running in all system states. Only
clock division is performed in the CGU to generata these clocks
Gated clocks
The gated clocks can be enabled and disabled and are related to a specific module. An
enable signal is provided tor each gated clock. An optional selection signal is allowed to
select between different clock frequencies.

5.1.1 Functional implementation
Because the CGU of the Obelix is basedon the CGU of the Spider, the clock generation concept

tor both I Cs is the same. This concept is illustrated again in Figure 5.1, and shows both the
generation concept of a continues clock and a gated clock.
Figure 5. 1 Clock generation concept of the Obelix

clk_high----------------------.1

The main objective of the PMU is to reduce overall power consumption as much as possible. This
is realised in the CGU by:
Clock division, to allow each module to use the lowest possible frequency
Using ripple counters for power efficient frequency division
Clock gating
Disabling the CCO when an external 32kHz clock is available and no 3.6 MHz derived clocks
are required
Figure 5.2 shows the functional block diagram of the CGU of the Obelix.
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Figure 5.2 Functional b/ock diagram nce_cgu_2
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In this figure, all important module lOs are labelled. The purpose of each part, highlighted in
Figure 5.2, is briefly discussed below.
Part A : Clock generation logic for the CCO and OSC32 clock domain, which was indicated in
Figure 5.1. The CCO/ OSC ripple counter blocks in the tigure above contains the logic
that is indicated in the (red) dotted box of Figure 5.1
Part B: Analog power enabling logic CCO. To reduce power consumption, the CCO is disabled
when no high clocks are required and an extemal 32 kHz oscillator is available (i.e.
when all 3.6 MHz derived clock enable inputs are low and external oscillator present
input is high)
Part C: CCO clock gating towards (high) clock generation logic. To reduce power consumption,
this clock is disabled when no high clocks are required (i.e. when all 3.6 MHz derived
clock enable inputs are low)
Part D : Synchronous clock (by 112) divider to generata 32 kHz clock from 3.6 MHz CCO clock
when no extemal oscillator is present.
Part E : Synchronisation logic to exclude clock skew issues when data is transferred between the
CCO and the OSC32 clock domain
Part F: Enabling logic tor32kHz clock for extemal (i.e. off-chip) use
For a detailed description about the functionality of the CGU the reader is referred to the design
document of the nce_cgu_2 (21).
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5.1.2 Design for Testability concept
The CGU is tested functionally. To enable access to all data lOs of the CGU, testpoints are
inserted on all clock enable, PWM selection and other control inputs (see [21]). For signals
towards the CGU these are d2a testpoints, and for signals leaving the CGU these are a2d
testpoints.
To control and observe all clock lOs of the CGU, five Global TCB bits are inserted to multiplex
these signals to primary lOs during saveral test-modes (i.e. ccodirect, oscdirect, tmcguO, tmcgu1,
tmcgu2 of Tabla 5.1).
To speed-up the functional test of the CGU, two Local TCB bits are inserted to split either ripple
counter in three parts (i.e. tmripcco, tmriposc32 of Tabla 5.1 ). Th is principle is indicated in Figure
5.3 (figure taken trom [21]).
Figure 5.3 Splitting-up of ripple counters to speed-up functional test
CCO ~pple counlllr

tmlimcco -r~---_--_-_-_------...,-_--_-_-_----_-_
- _--- -----.,--------- - - - - :

....-----. :
L...--....1 :

ctkcco
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I

:

1
1

___ - - - ________ - - - - - - ______________ - - - _:

OSC

tmriposc32

1
I

clkosc32

~pple

counter

r-------------------------------------1

:
I

Bits 10 • 14 :

L...--.....1:

clkosc32....tmx1 1
:
clkosc32....tmx
_________ - - - ______ __ ________ - - - _______ :
1

To enable the calibration of the CCO, aLocal TCB bit is inserted (i.e. tmccocal of Tabla 5.1 ). How
this TCB bit affects the CGU is described in paragraph 4.3.3 of the nce_cgu_3 design document
[17] (test logic is the sametor both the nce_cgu_2 and nce_cgu_3}.
Two last Global TCB bits are inserted to enable scan-testing of the rest of the logic in the Obelix
(i.e. tmscan, tmarst of Tabla 5.1 ). How these TCB bits affect the CGU is described in paragraph
4.3.4 of the nce_cgu_3 design document [17] (test logic is the same tor both the nce_cgu_2 and
nce_cgu_3}.
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Table 5. 1 TCB bits in the Obelix that affect the CGU

TCB bit name GIL Test functlon
ccodirect

G

Direct control over CCO clock input

asedirect

G

Direct control over OSC32 clock input

tmcguO

G

tmcgu1

G

tmcgu2

G

tmripcco

L

tmriposc32

L

tmccocal

L

Enable calibration of the Current Controlled Oscillator

tmscan

G

~

tmarst

G

Multiplex all generated clock signals to 4 primary outputs in 7
different test-modes (see ETS PCF50606 [3])

Split-up CCO resp. OSC32 ripple counter in three parts to speedup functional test and set-up access to each ripple counter part

lf either of these is asserted, all clock gates will be transparent and
no frequency division is performed

5.1.3 Limitations of current DfT concept and possible solutions
As described in the previous paragraph, the complete CGU is tested functionally. DfT is
implemented (TCB-slices and testpoints) to enable these functional tests as much as possible.
However, problems with the current DfT implementation are:
· Tests must be hand-written (and re.vritten when CGU design changes).
· Test development requires extensive knowledge of the CGU design.
· Many (internal) clock signals must be multiplexed to primary lOs on top-level.
Consequences of these problems are:
· Test development takes a long time.
· No quick feedback to designers about the fault coverage of the CGU.
To tackle these problems, three options ware considered:
1.

Develop CGU (ripple counter) specific tooi to enable ATPG. The basic idea behind this
approach was to generata test patterns tor the logic inside the CGU by means of Amsal.
The new tooi should then convert these scan-test patterns into ripple counter patterns (i.e.
apply certain number of clocks to set-up certain test-vector instead of shifting in the testvector).
Because of the (potential) lack of maintenance and support tor this tooi in the future, this
option was put aside.

2.

Develop synchronous CGU to enable automatic scan chain insartion and ATPG.
There are two main drawbacks to this approach. The first one is the (possible} increase in
overall power consumption caused by the use of synchronous clock division instead of
ripple counters. This would defeat the main objective that was stated in 5.1.1. However,
because of time constraints, no simulations are performed that can support this
assumption.
The second drawback is that it requires a complete redesign of the CGU (almost starting
trom scratch}, which implies a lot of work and loss of know-how and practical experience
with the current (ingenious) design.
Because of these drawbacks this options was also put aside.
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3.

Redesign of current CGU to enable ATPG tor largepartsof the logic in the CGU. Tagether
with some additional, slmple functional tests, sufficient fault coverage should be attained.
This third option was considered to be the best starting point. The objective was therefore
to make most of the current CGU design scan-testabie by inserting a minimal amount of
extra test logic, without affecting the functional behaviour of the CGU. Also, the top-level
multiplex problem, stated in paragraph 4.1.3, should be resolved.

Because of the asynchronous parts in the CGU (ripple counters and saveral asynchronous
resets), automatic scan chain insartion is not possible. The logic that generatas the asynchronous
rasets will not be included in the scan-test. Therefore the ATPG coverage tor the CGU will be
below 100%. A last provisional assumption is that the CGU scan-test cannot be perforrned in
parallel with the chip-level scan-test.
The new DfT approach has resulted in a new version of the CGU: nce_cgu_3. The functional
implementation of this CGU is identical to that of the nce_cgu_2, so trom this point of view, it
should be possible to implament the nce_cgu_3 into the Obelix. However, changes will be
required to the Obelix' test-logic asthetest-interface of the nce_cgu_3 is (of course) not identical
to that of the nce_cgu_2.
In the remsinder of this chapter, the results that are obtained for this new DfT concept will be
presented and evaluated. As the complete DfT concept will not be discussed here, the reader is
advised to have read the nce_cgu_3 design document [17] befare continuing with this chapter.

5.2 Evaluation of the nce_cgu_3 DfT concept
To decide whether or not to change over to the DfT approach of the nce_cgu_3, the impact this
DfT strategy has on the performance, quality, TTM and casts of the IC must be evaluated. This
evaluation will be similar to that carried out in chapter 4.

5.2.1 Evalustion with respect to Performance
The main performance indicator for the CGU is power consumption. However, (as will be
mentioned in paragraph 5.2.5 as well) no simulations are performed to campare the power
consumption of the nce_cgu_3 to that of the nce_cgu_2. Actual experiments could not be
performed either, since the nce_cgu_3 has not reached silicon (yet).
Nevertheless, no major ditterenee is expected in this parameter.

5.2.2 Evalustion with respect to Quality
Previous versions of the CGU are tested using functional test pattems based on the Single
StuckAt fault model. A close to 100% fault coverage of these tests should lead to the desired
quality level. No CGU-specific 1000 tests are implemented, although some coverage could be
attained during the chip-level 1000 test. Unfortunately, no fault coverage figures are available for
either the functional CGU test of the Obelix or the Spider. Therefore, it won't be possible to
campare the performance of the two DfT concepts.
For the nce_cgu_3, the ATPG patterns developed by Amsal provide a fault coverage of 93.34%
tor the Single StuckAt fault model (see paragraph 8.1 nce_cgu_3 digital design document [17]).
Furtherrnore, saveral (simple) functional test set-ups were suggested to test tor most of the
remaining StuckAt faults: 6.32% out of 6.66%, leaving 0.34% undetected.
However a problem occurred tor the proposed 'ripple counter interconnect' test set-up that should
account tor 4.57% of the StuckAt faults. lt was argued that the best possible outcoma of this test
would be 'possible detects' tor some of the targeted StuckAt faults. At this moment, no
alternative tor this test has been developed using the currently implemented DfT hardware.
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Nevertheless, the minimum StuckAt coverage will add up to around 95%. This is the coverage
provided by:
The ATPG pattems
The functional test of the enabling log ie of the extemal 32 kHz clock
The asynchronous reset tests
On the Obelix top-level, the remaining 5% would translate to around 0.2% undetectable faults. lf
this is not acceptable, a possible salution to this test problem (by changing the DfT logic) is
suggested in paragraph 5.3.2.
So far, neither 1000 nor delay fault test pattems have been generated tor the nce_cgu_3.
Moreover, it is questionable if delay fault testing is effective:
Because of the delay introduced In the scan clock loop (aftar reaching the first flip-flop, the
test clock must propagate through another 20 multiplexers befare reaching the final flip-flop).
Because of the structural ditterenee between (scan) test-mode and functional mode.

5.2.3 Evalustion with respect to Non-Recurring costs and TTM
The Non-Recurring costs and the TTM are closely related and therefore treated in the same
paragraph. All items considered below have impact on both the Non-Recurring costs and the
TTM.

Module design time
The CGU is one of the backbone modules of the PMU and therefore present in each of these ICs.
The new DfT approach will complicate the (re}design of the CGU, because the extra DfT logic
must be inserted into the module manually. To reduce the the design time tor this module, a tooi
could be developed that automatically generatas (parts of) the CGU (including test logic) based
on the clock signal requirements (i.e. frequencies, gatedl continues etc.). This could (eventually)
drastically reduce the design time tor this module.

IC design time
The potential reduction in module (re)design time mentioned above, would of coursereduce the
IC (re)design time as well. Furthermore, the new DfT concept reduces the top-level multiplex
complexity, since the generated clock signals no Jonger have to be multiplexed to a primary
output tor test. Th is will (further) reduce the IC's design time.

Test development time
The largast part of the test development time tor the nce_cgu_2 was spant on the development of
the functional test patterns (around 40 hours). For the nce_cgu_3 this has shifted to the insartion
of the DfT logic, which is an integral part of the design of the complete CGU. However, once
familiar with the DfT concept, the extra design time required to insart the DfT logic will only be a
fraction of the time that was spend on davaloping the functional tests tor the nce_cgu_2.
The development of the test patterns tor the nce_cgu_3 will be short, as ATPG is possible tor
most of the logic inside the CGU and only a few simple additional functional tests are required.
This also strongly reduces the redevelopment time tor these patterns when (small) changes to the
CGU design are made.
Therefore, the new DfT concept will reduce the test (re)development time tor the CGU.

5.2.4 Evalustion with respect to Recurrlng Costs
In this paragraph, the impact of the new DfT strategy on both the area requirements and the
production test-time will be considered.
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Area impact of new DfT approach
The area requirements of saveral different CGU versions will be compared to demonstrata the
impact of the new DfT strategy. To this end, figures that were obtained in paragraph 6.2 of the
nce_cgu_3 design document [17] will be used here. They are:
2
The size of the logic required tor the functlonal behaviour, which is 72490.0 ~ . This tigure
is the sametor each CGU version.
2
The size of the DfT logic 'inside' the nce_cgu_3 care, which is 37015 ~ . This is the total
amount of module-level DfT logic, which is outslde the test-shell.
Furthermore (realistic) estimations are used tor:
The size of testpoints (d2a, a2d, synchronous-to-asynchronous [s2a] and asynchronous-tosynchronous [a2s]) and TCB slices. Although a more or lessexact tigure of the total TP!TCB
area tor the nce_cgu_3 is available (see Table 6.3 of the nce_cgu_3 design document [17]),
this is not used here as no such tigure was readily available tor the nce_cgu_2.
The size of the DfT area 'inside' the nce_cgu_2. This tigure is based on the size of the DfT
area 'inside' the nce_cgu_3, leaving out most mux21's and the or6m of Table 6.2 of the
nce_cgu_3 design document [17].
The size of the top-level clock multiplexer, which is present in the Obelix to abserve all
generated clock-signals at primary outputs during saveral test modes. This tigure is obtained
by synthesis of a similar multiplexer using Synopsys.
Because of these estimations, the rasuiting figures will not exactly correspond to the figures
obtained by Synopsys. However they do give a good indication of the impact of each DfT
approach on total circuit area of the CGU.
The actual values tor all estimations made can be found in Table 5.2, which shows the
calculations of the DfT area requirements for three different CGU implementations:
nce_cgu_3: Current version of the scan-testabie CGU
nce_cgu_2: CGU currently implemented in Obelix
nce_cgu_x: Same as nce_cgu_3 only the original d2a/ a2d testpoints are restored and the d2a
testpoint on the rst_n signal is re-inserted. Therefore tor this version, only the testsheli is different trom the nce_cgu_3.
Tab/8 5.2 Area requirements of DfT logic for different CGU verslons

nce_cgu_3

Area consumed by:
:3355.0 ~

2

Global TCB slice

:3355.0 ~

2

a2d testpoint

:1770.0 ~

2

d2a testpoint

:3540.0 ~

2

a2s testpoint

:1770.0 ~

2

s2a testpoint

:1770.0 ~

2

Top-level clock mux

:6500.0 ~

2

Local TCB slice

DfT inside module

: -------.- ~m2
2

Total DIT Area (~ ):

nce_cgu_x

nce_cgu_2

x 4 = 13420.0

x 5 = 16775.0

x 4 = 13420.0

x 1 = 3355.0

x 3 = 10065.0

x 1 = 3355.0

x 0=

0.0

x 3= 5310.0

x 3= 5310.0

x 0=

0.0

x 21 = 74340.0

x 21 = 74340.0

x 3= 5310.0

x 0=

0.0

x 0=

0.0

x 20 = 35400.0

x 0=

0.0

x 0=

0.0

x 0=

x 1 = 6500.0

x 0=

0.0

+

0.0
37015.0

94500.0

+

6520.0

119510.0

+

37015.0

133440.0

The total area, required tor each CGU version, will be the area of the functionallogic (i.e. 72490.0
2
~m ), and the DfT area indicated in Table 5.2.
In Figure 5.4 a bar graph is used to campare the total area requirements tor all three CGU
versions. Although each bar in the graph below is split-up in the right fractions (according to Table
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5.2), they are not labelled to keep the graph clear. Furthermore, below the graph, a quick
overview is added to illustrate the contribution of both the size of the functional logic and the size
DIT logic to the total size of the CGU.
Figure 5.4 CGU area comparison
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Table 5.2 clearly indicates that the testpoints contributs significantly to the DfT area of each CGU
version. One could argue that this gives a slightly distorted picture of the DfT overhead of the
CGU. Aftar all, the testpoints are not only inserted totest the CGU, but also to enable test access
to its surrounding modules. lf only half the testpoint area was assigned to the CGU, the ratio of
the size of the functional logic, and the size DfT logic tor each CGU version would be as indicated
in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5 Reduced DfT overhead
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In paragraph 5.3.2, an outline of a DfT approach will be introduced that would eliminate the need
tor testpoints on all clock enable inputs by using the CGU scan chain during the chip-level scantest. lf possible, this would of course significantly reduce the DfT 'overhead' of the CGU.
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A last tigure of interest is the area involved in making the CGU scan-testable. With respect to the
actual functional design this proved to be over 40%, since:
Scan test overhead= Area DfT 'inside' nce_cgu_3- Area DfT 'inside' nce_cgu_2 x 100% =
Area CGU functional design
= 37015 - 6520 x 100% = 42.1 o/o
72490
Production test-time
Both the nce_cgu2 and the nce_cgu_3 use a serial way of setting-up a test vector:
• nce_cgu_2 : - ripple counters - maximum of 16 clock edges required
- 31 clock edges required (i.e. 25 testpoints + 6 for JTAG)
- TPR chain
• nce_cgu_3 : - scan chain
- 51 clock edges required
- 30 clock edges required (i.e. 24 testpoints + 6 for JTAG)
- TPR chain
Assuming that the same number of test pattems are required for both CGU verslons, the figures
above could suggest that the test-time for the new CGU version could be increased by about 65%
(i.e. 51/31 1.65). However, for the nce_cgu_2, the test-vector in the ripple counters must be setup after the testpoints are (re)loaded. The reason for this is that the contents of (soma of) the
testpoints must be copied into the synchronisation flip-flops, which can only be done by clockedges generaled by the ripple counter.

=

For the nce_cgu_3, the test-vector can be set-up slmultaneously in both the scan chain and the
TPR chain in the nce_cgu_3, and therefore, no major ditterenee in the production test-time
between both CGU versions is to be expected.

5.2.5 Remaining issues
Because of time limitation, this project could not be entirely finished. All ongoing issues are
discussed hare.
Check whether nce_cgu_3 is functionally ldentical to nce_cgu_2
A testbench could be created containing both CGU verslons. Gorrasponding inputs of each
version should be joined and corresponding outputs should be combined via an XOR-port. When
applying stimuli (in functional-mode}, no transitions should be observed at the outputs of the XOR
ports.
Furthermore, the new CGU module should be build into an existing Obelix design. Adding extra
primary lOs could solve the ditterences in module (test) interface. Existing functional pattems can
be used to check its behaviour.
Convert ATPG patterns of Amsal to a testbench
The patterns generated by Amsal can be converted and used to run a simulation of the scan-test
on the CGU netlist
Power consumption of new CGU version
As (low) power consumption is essential for mobile consumer products, the ditterenee in power
consumption of the nce_cgu_3 and the nce_cgu_2 could be assessed by using a toot called
'Diesel' [14].
Check for programming style and namlng conventions
A check by an experienced digital designer is required to check whether the generated VHDL
code is conform the Philips (BL Power Management) design style and naming conventions.
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lmplement CGU wlth new DfT concept in DONAR IC

Next to normal production ICs, the BL Power Management also produces ICs specifically to
evaluate new designs; these ICs are called DONAR ICs. A last check that is required before the
new CGU can be used safely in new projects is therefore to evaluate it in such a DONAR IC.

5.3 Conclusions and recommendations
5.3.1 Conclusions
The goal of the new DfT concept for the CGU was twofold:
Enable ATPG for large parts of the CGU by (manually) inserting a scan chain.
Eliminate the need to multiplex all internal clock-signals to primary lOs for test.
By adding a substantial amount of DIT circuitry (42% area increase of the functional design),
most logic of the CGU is made scan-testable: 93.3% Single StuckAt coverage. By adding a few
simple functional tests this coverage can be further increased to around 95%. Thereby, the first
goal is attained.
By providing feedback to the ripple counter flip-flops, top-level multiplexing of the intemal clock
signals fortest is no longer required, thereby satisfying the second goal.
Savings on test/ module development time should justify the involved increase in (recurringl) die
costs. An attempt was made to use the Easy Model tooi of Philips, to estimate the impact of the
increase in die-area on the totaiiC costs. However, this did not result in any useful information.

5.3.2 Suggestions and recommendations
Although quite a satisfactory result has been obtained, some improvements might still be
possible. To this end, some recommendations/ suggestions are discussed below.
Fault Coverage : Functional ripple counter Interconneet test

The scan-clock loop solves the functional- and scan-mode timing issues, however it proved to
hamper the test generation for the ripple counter structure. The involved 121 skippad taults make
up about 5% of the StuckAt taults in the CGU. On the Obelix top-level this percentage drops to
0.19%, which appears more acceptable. Especially as the functional tests mentioned in chapter 8
of the nce_cgu_3 design document [17] might provide possible detects for many of the 121 faults.
lf this is found not to be acceptable, an option would be to re-introduce the splitting up of the
ripple counters to enable a quick functional test. Figure 5.3 showed how this was implemented in
the nce_cgu_2. A drawback of this implementation is that still not all ripple counter interconnects
are tested. A possibility to overcoma this (minor) problem is to introduce a second test-mode
which splits up the ripple counter at a ditterenee place as illustrated in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6 Splittingup the ripple counter twice
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In the nce_cgu_2 the splitting up of the ripple counters was also used to set-up certain testveetors to test the clock generation logic. Therefore, individual control was needed over the
separatepartsof the ripple counter. As this is no langer required in this version of the CGU, the
splittingup of the ripple counters could be implemented as shown in Figure 5.7. Because bits 68 of the CCO ripple counter are no langer present in the new version of the CGU, they are
indicated in grey in this figure.
Figure 5.7 Sp/itting up the ripple counters during functional nce_cgu_3 test
CCO ripple counter

r-------------------------------------clkcco
I
I

: ~-------L-----------~
I

•--------------------------------------r--------------------------------------

OSC rlpple counter

clkosc32
I

I

: ~------~------------~
·--------------------------------------I

The clock outputs could be observed using the (three bits wide) digital test-bus that will be
present in future C050 PMUs.
Whichever implementation is chosen, this test approach will require extra logic, as one or more
extra TCB-slices and extra multiplexers are required.
Module design time : Development of a script to generate the CGU
Paragraph 5.2.3 suggested the development of a script to automatically generata (large parts of)
both the functional and the test logic for the CGU, based on the clock signal requirements (i.e.
frequencies, gated/ continues etc.).
For new PMU types, changes to the top-level of the CGU are more likely to occur, than changes
to the general clock generation concept (illustrated in Figure 5.1 ). Therefore a tooi that could
automatically generata these CGU sub-blocks (indicated with 'A' in Figure 5.2) might be the most
practical solution. Moreover, since redesigns aften involve changes to these blocks only (e.g.
more/ fewer clock signals required or a change of (synchronisation) frequency tor a particular
clock signal).
This kind of script could drastically cut the design time of the CGU.
DfT Area : lmplement special Digital-to-Digital testpoints
Sander Rijzewijk
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A (simple) way that can save die area, is providing special testpoints for the 'asynchronous-tosynchronous' interface. Because of the large number of d2a testpoints that are implemented
around the CGU, providing these testpointscan easily save up to 40% of the test-sheli area. To
this end, the current HOU script should be adapted to support these Digital-to-Digital testpoints.

DfT Area : Removal of synchronisation flip-flops from CGU scan-chaln
Figure 5.8 illustrates the current situation where a clock enable (or PWM select) signal can be
controlled via a testpoint, which leads directly toa synchronisation flip-flop. To reduce DfT area,
these synchronisation flip-flops could be removed again from the CGU scan-chain. In this case, to
allow Amsal pattem generation it must be possible to remodel these flip-flops as buffers (similar
to the implementation of negative edge triggered synchronisation flip-flops elsewhere in the
design).
Figure 5.8 Overview of c/ock enab/e input of CGU

si

si

r---encd
__kx...~.yz_~ o

encdkxyz_l

Q

encdkxyz_s

so
te;fpjnt

synctraise
flipjq:>

For test execution, the testpoints will need to be reloaded first; this way the contents of these
registers will be copied into the synchronisation flip-flops, as these are still clocked by the scanclock. Loading the CGU scan-chain and the testpoint chain sequentially (instead of in parallel) will
hardly affect the test-time: The CGU scan-chain determined the test-time and will almost be cut in
half by removing the synchronisation flip-flops from this chain.
This solution could reduce the scan-area overhead of the Obelix CGU from 42.1% (see
paragraph 5.2.4) to 32%. For Amsal, there will be no ditterenee in fault coverage when this option
is chosen. However, (simple) testing of the reset values of the involved flip-flops will no longer be
possible, as is the case tor all other flip-flops that are remodelied as a buffer!

DfT Area : Removal of testpoints on all clock enable inputs
Paragraph 5.2.4 showed the large area involved in making the CGU testable, with the testpoints
taking up a major part of this area. Therefore, if the previous is not considered to reduce the DfT
area enough, a more drastic option could be to remove all clock enable (and PWM select)
testpoints instead. In this case, the responses of the chip-level scan-test could be captured in the
synchronisation flip-flops, and the same flip-flops would control the clock enable settings during
the CGU scan-test.
Because primary 10 pins are scarce during the chip-level scan-test, the CGU scan chain should
be made part of an existing scan chain. This might be possible if the delay introduced in the scanclock loop is not too big. In this case the scan-clock of the chip-level 3.6 MHz scan-domain is first
directed to the CGU and then (aftar loop delay) to the other modules, which is also indicated in
appendix C. The CGU scan chain should then be placed at the end of one of the existing 3.6 MHz
scan chains.
Two things are important to note if this option is considered:
1. Without the enable testpoints, it will be no longer possible to easily test the logic driven by
the high clock enables during the CGU scan-test. However, a lot of this logic can be tested
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during the chip-level scan-test if the ccoape testpoint is replaced. This is indicated in
appendix C.
2. Testpoints can be inserted for both characterisation, as well as test purposes. Therefore the
solution discussed above only holds if the testpoints on the clock-enables serve a testpurpose only.
Because of time limitations, the alternative concept described above is not fully worked out and
should therefore only be treated as a possible starting point!

Sander Rijzewijk
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6 Overall conclusions
The charter of this graduation project was described in paragraph 1.3:
1.
2.
3.

Ta make an inventory of the currently used DfT techniques inproductsof bath MSTs
Determine a strategy of DfT techniques for future products based on this inventory
lmplementation of a (new) DfT technique

This first point has been carried out successfully; bath DfT strategies are fully documented in
chapter 3 of this report. Because only little documentation was available, most of this information
had to be obtained by interviewing Test Engineers ar extracting it from VHDL design files, making
the inventory quite a challenge.

Unfortunately, the second point has nat been completed to my satisfaction. Same reasans tor this
ware already mentioned in paragraph 4.3. In general, the task of evaluating a complete DfT
strategy has proven to be toa complicated. Especially a lack of practical experience in IC design
and test made it difficult to make certain assessments (e.g. identifying all the reasans why certain
DfT structures are implemented, assessing the total impact of certain changes in DfT solutions).
This made me (toa) dependent on the experience of other Test Engineers.
Looking back, a more useful rasuit could have been obtained if I had concentrated on one
particular subject, instead of sticking to the goal of evaluating the complete strategy. An example
of this could have been the analysis of the test-program of the Spider to develop a better
indication which tests causa the long(er) test-time tor this IC. This could have either exposed
potential shortcomings in the DfT strategy, ar show that the current test-times are (close to)
optimal.

The third part, on the other hand, was almast completed. Quite a lot of time was required to get
familiar with the CGU's functional circuitry and to find the best way to implament the scan chain
and observability tor the internal clock signals. Getting familiar with the UNIX design environment,
the Philips CAD/ CAT tools and (getting around) the automatic (Temposync) design-flow formed
the last obstacles.
Because of time (and tapeout) limitations, the (original} intention to implament the new CGU
version in a DONAR IC has nat been accomplished. However, befare this step is taken, the
remaining issues, mentioned in paragraph 5.2.5, should be solved.

For recommendations on the individual parts of this project, the reader is referred to paragraph
4.3 and paragraph 5.3.
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JTAG state transition diagram
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TEA1215 Test-mode contiguration table

Test-

Loek

DC-DC

DC-DC

DC-DC

.DC-DC

MOde

Code

Boost3v3

Buck1v8

Boost Sv

Boost LCD

0

000000

1

000001

2

000010

3

000011

4

000100

5

000101

6

000110

7

000111

8

001000

9

001001

10

001010

11

001011

12

001100

13

001101

14

001110

15
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16

010000

17

010001

18

010010

19

010011

20

010100

21

010101

22

010110

23

010111

24

011000

25

011001

26

011010

27-31

----

32

100000

oll

eet

ACT
SD
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
SD
SD
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
SD
SD
SD
NO
SD

33

100001

NO

34

100010

35

100011

36

100100

37

100101

38

100110

39

100111

40

101000

41

101001

42

101010

43

101011

SO
SO
SO
SD
SD
NO
SD
SO
SD
SO

ACT
SD

NO
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oll

set

"''

ACT
SO
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
SD
SD
SD
NO
SD
NO
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD

NO
SD

SD
SD
SD

..,
olf

ACT
ACT
SO
SD
-SOSD
-SO-SD-SO
-SO-SD
SD
-SO
-SD0 0 SO 0 0 -SD
-F F SO
F F SD
F F SO
F F SD
s s -so- s s SD
E E SD E E SD-T T SO T T -SD
--SOSD
-SO-SD
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-SD
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SD
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0
SD
F
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F SD
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S
SD
SD
E SD
SD
T SD
SD
-SOSD
-SDSO
-SDSD
-r~oNO
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-SDSD
SD
-r~oND
NO
SD
SD
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SD
SD
ACT
SO
SD
ACT
SD
SD
ACT
SO
SD
ACT
NO
NO
NO
SD
SD
ACT
SD
so
ACT
SD
so
ACT
SD
SD
ACT

ACT
SD
-SD-SD-SD--SD
SD
---0 -SD
F SD
F SD
s ---SD
E ----SDT SD
-SD-SD
SD
-SD
SD
SD
ACT
ACT
SD
SD
SD
SD
SO
SD

Tests

Charger

normalmode
scan & looo

--

--

pertormeet In

thla test-moda

0
F
F

s
E
T

--

----

0
F
F

s
E
T

freespace

scan & loco charger block
foee space

treespace

Module activa
Analog shutdown of module
Nol defined In ETS
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